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NATIONAL OFFICE FOR MIGRANT AND SEASONAL
FARMWORKERS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMDLR 20, 1074

I frE ('.l REemistivr.vrivEs,
SI Wog IIITTHE 1,N A0'11(1:1;11 HAL LAMM

tortt ComurrTEE ON EDUCATION AND 1.1Athdt,
Washington, P.C.

The subcommittee met at 11) 11.111.. Inll'Slialtt to notice. in roc:n 2128,
IZnylmen 011ite Building, lion. William D. Ford tautly:min of
t he .mbcommittee), presiding.

Present : Representatives rord and Landgrebe.
Staff memlrs invsfent : Thomas R. Jolly, counsel : Patricia R. Morse.

clerk; Dyson. research aid.'; and ilicharil II, 3106Se, 1111110r-

[Text of MR. 12257 follows t]
(Mk. 12237, Mid Cong.. 2d gess,'

A 811.1. To provide for the establishmeot of a National office for Migrant and Seamotini
Fare workers within the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, with reseute
%abilit for the eoordinated administration of all of the programs of that Lepartment
herving nagraat and seasonal faramorkers

live it enacted by the Senate and house of Representatives of the United States
fat America in Congress woeembied. That there is established within the Depart-
ment of Health, Education. and Welfare a National Office for Migrant and
Sea 1t 01111 Farmworkers (hereinafter referred to as the "Oitlee" for the purpose
of meeting more effectively the needs of migrant and seasonal farmworkers in

United States.
Section 2. (a) It shall be the function of the Office. and be the general direction

and tiervision of the Seeretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (hereinafter
referred to us the "Secretary '),

(1) administer all of the laws and programs within the jurisdiction of
the Department of Health, Edneation, and Welfare which are designed to
assist or serve migrant and seasonal farmworkers, and coordinate those
laws god programs with all other Federal laws and programs designed to
assist or serve farmworkers, giving appropriate consideration to the
interrclutionshi of the various laws and programs with emphasis upon as-
suring maximum benet114 therefrom and 'Beret:sing Federal reponsivenss
thereunder to the special needs and concerns of migrant and seasonal farm-

ilrkers
(2 i exercise full responsibility on behalf of the Federal Oovernment for

the development of national policies with respect to migrant and seasonal
farmworkers, for decisions Involving the most effective adoration if re-
sources and deployment of funds to meet their oceds. and fur the effective
implementalion of tht to policies and decisions and of any federal laws or
regulations relating thereto: anti

take any and all other !teflon:4 (in conjunction with the :stud;' a ad in-
vest kattion en 'Tied on by the task force ,stablished pursuant to section lit
which mutt' be IleeeSSII CY or appropriate to meet the needs and solve the
problems of migrant and seasonal farmworkers in the United States,



)

) The speroury snail appoint a special task force on migrant and
seasonal famworkers Which sh011 eonduct a continuing study and investigation
of the needs and problems of migrant 1.111a seasonal farmworkers in the United
Mutes allt1 of methods for meeting those needs and solving those problems, giv-
lug partieular emphasis to the early development of a single eomprehensIve red-
end Progralo designe4 to assist migrant and seasonal fa rmworkers.

eh, The members of the special task force appointed under paragraph (a)
shall reflect the geographical distribution of migrant and seasonal farmworkersin the United States, with adequate reprssoneetion for areas in which the popu-
lation of such farmworkers is particularly concentrated.

Size. 4. A 0) Effective ninety days after the date of the enactment of this Act,
all reelections. powers, and duties under Federal laws and programs within the
Jurisdiction of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare which whiteto migrant and seasonal farmworkers (including but not limited to any suchlaws and programs which relate to health, education, housing. day care, man-
power. and emergency foe' and medical assistance) are consolidated and vestedin the Office. to be administered and coordinated by the Office provided in this Act.(b) So mach of the positions. personnel, assets. liabilities, contra( toe. property,
records. and unexpended balances of authorizations. allocations, and other fundsof the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare or any office or agency
thereof as were employed. held. used, or available for use in connection with
functions, powers, and duties consolidated and vested in the Office by subsection
I a 1 shall be transferred to the Office along with such functions, powers, andduties,

SEC. 5. (a) In carrying out its functions under this Act the Office shall not dele-gate its responsibilities or any part thereof to any public or prilPtc, State, orlocal agency or organization.
(it) Funds appropriated for purpose's of this Act pursuant to seetion 6 shallbe available for the performance of the functions of the Office, and shall he

obligated. expended, and utilizsd for such purposes, without regard to the avail-ability of any other funds for such purposes or the existence of any other pio-grams (Federal, State. or local, public or private) designed to assist or servemigrant and seasonal fa rmworkers.
SEC. O. There are authorized to be appropriated such slats as may be necessaryto carry out this Act.

Mr. Ful). I will call the committee to order.
Mr. Landgrebe was kind enough to give us a quorum. Ire is an

essential man this morning.
The first thing I would like to do is announce that Congressmai,

Ioybal. who is the principal sponsor of the legislation. is unable to be
!lure this morning because of a conflict with his responsibilities in an-
other eointllittee. lie lets submitted a prepared statement for the rec-
ord. 1Vithout objection. that will be inserted.

[The statement of Congressman Roybal follows :1

VELPAREO STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD R. ROTHAL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN Coxonzss
?WM TUE STATE OF CALIFoRNIA

am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss with you the need for a stronger
federal emontitment toward migrant and seasonal fatrmworkers. That commit-
ment must include the development of II comprehensive federal policy that hits thesupport of the farmworker imputation throughout the United States,

1 believe the bill which I hit ye Introduced to establish a outflow! (Mice andpolleynothing task form provides several important ideas in achieving this
objective. i %%isle to thank you. as Chairman of this subcommittee. and my distin-
guished colleagues, Representatives Thompson and Lehman. for your sponsor-ship of my bill.

lilt. 1'357 and H.R. 2.255 would establish a national office for migrant and
seasonal farmworkers to administer all laws and prorrams vitiate the Deport-
ment of Health. Fdtteation. and Welfare. designed to assist migrant and seasonal
farmworkers. This organization would be empowered to develop national farm-worker policies for the entire governmentpolicies wield' deal with the distribu-
tion of federal funds and resources and the enforcement of Policies, laws, andregula times affecting fa nuworkers.

0001*
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In Mud! of our 2-membe board of It usties atat the 5 national and local
Spanish speaking eranilimatiot s, I want to t:tatile you for the opportunity to
appear before you today, to express BASSA's support for the propesed legislation
which will establish a national °thee for migrant and seastami farm workers.
For the last two years BASSA has been advocating for the creation of one agency
at the national level which would be resin:111414 fur migrant awl seasonal fakm
worker prograsm. I am optimistic that these heerings can contribute greatly to
expalite the creation of a national office for migrant and seasonal farm worker
prt gra ms.

Aceompanying MN today is Mr. Carlos Besitioiz, former director of Whatcom-
Skagit Rural Opportunities Cowell, an tIF.4) III-14 grantee. Mr. Bemina:*. has
also served as a management and ;imam planning consultant to OHO funded
111-B grantees for the last three years.

In my testimony today. I will no reiterate the numerous statistics that have
been used to portray the low socioeconomic status of the migratory and sea-
sonal farm worker. I will assume the comnittee is properly Informed of the
current sochassiumnic conditions of migrat t and seasonal farm workers, anti in
the interest of time. I would rather refer you to appendix I, which succinctly de-

scribes the present migrant conditions. 1 would, however, like to bring to your
attention certain other items which I feel contribute to the support of the need
for a national office for migrant and seasonal farm worker programs. I would also
like to focus your attention on the current status of the OHO III-B migrant
guarantees as well as current activities in the Department of Labor whit.'~~ I feel
further demonstrate the need for n national plan and strategy to ameliorate
the problems of migratory and seasonal farm-workers. I will also offer some brief
observations an current activities in Congress which will hopefully hasten the
creation of the national office. Near the end of my testimony I have included
some recommendations I hope the committee will seriously consider.

NAvtis OP THE rROBLESI

While the migrant farm worker has a home base where some general roots
have been established, he suffers from economic deprivation which compels hint
to migrate great distances in search of employment. Thus the problem of the
migrant and seasonal farm worker is that It is national in scope; requiring a
national responsibility and strategy in finding a solution.

As in the home base. the travel states and the destination areas also confront
the migrant farm worker with innumerable problems relating to work condi-
tions, earnings, emergency health care, language barriers and housing. Moreover,
a continuing and/or a new set of problems develop in the localities where migrant
farm workers settle-out.

Accordingly. programmatic strategies and resources must be committed to
solve the problems of the migrant and seasonal farm worker and the rural poor.
Any solution must he structured to deal with the issues its they exist in the:

1. Mane base area ;
2. Travel and .work states:
3. Interstate and/or national scope of the problem ;
4. Interagency zmrdination aspect of the problem.
At present, the problem of providing comprehensive serviecs to the migrant

and seasonal farm worker is that Federal and State programs directed at this
highly mobile population are splintered. No department or agency has the re-
sources. manpower, nor programmatic competence to cope with the multiple
problems in their entirety, yet little effort is going into cooperation and coordi-
nation wii!1 would increase the efficiency in service delivery to migrant and
seasonal flu 'a workers. Categorical programs presently delivering services to
migrant and seasonal farm workers are diffusely spread throughout several
deist rt attS and agencies of the Federal Government (HEW, DOL. IWI), and
DoAl.

In the past, congressional committees, public agencies, and private businesses
hate eonducted a number of studies on the problems which confront the migrant
and seasonal farm worker population. In most cases, the findings produce Mintier
or complementary conclusions and recommendations. Specifically, these studies
identify the need for strong, unified direction and coordination of migrant and
seasonal farm worker programs by Federal, State, anti local agencies.

In the fall of 1968, for example, the migrant research project, an OM spon-
sored and !Podded program, initiated a two year study of the living and working
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conditions of migrant anti seasonal agricultural farm workers. An excerpt of the
1970 report states that

The migrant research project has observed programs which have either
been established fur migrants in the past few years or which should serve
migrants as part of their overall responsibility. Each program observed SWIGS
to possess many good qualities. majority, however, singly or collectively,
appear to lack the thrust necessary to accomplish the overall goal of allevi-
atinf the poverty of the farm workers. Of necessity, this will be true until
the activities ot allGovernment and the private sectorcoalesce their
efforts to stem the decay of the country. Only then will the poverty of the
farm worker be solved.

Pursuant to a congressional request, the General Aeconnting Office undertook
in 11571 to surve) the impart of Federal programs on the living conditions of the
farm worers. GAO auditors examined in depth Federal programs for farmworkers in geographically dispersed sites, each site was a county with a very
high incidence of farm workers in a State that is a heavy use* of seasonal agri-
cultural labor. The States in which the six counties were located are Texas,

lorida, California, New York, Slichigan and 'Washington. The tindings and con-
clusions of the (At s 1973 report to Coles:4i entitled "Impart of Federal Pro-
grazus to Improve the Living Conditions of Migrant and Other *normal Farm
Workers" were that :

Although the Federal Government's programs provided needed services,
for many of the estimated 199,000 migrant and other seasonal farm workers
and their dependents in the six area..., the amount of funds made available in
relation to the total target populationestimated by the Office of Economic
Opportunity at 5 millloaand the magnitude of their prchlems have limited
the programs' effectiveness. Budgetary constraints will almost certainly con-
tinue to limit progress in meeting these farm workers' needs.

Administrators. however, need to improve the operation of their programs
to more effectively aid participating migrant and other seasonal farm work-ers and their families.

The GAO report continues to note that the breakdown in the effectiveness of
the programs is due to the fact that :

Services ore provided on a splintered basis through many programs. each
lin vino separate legislative motto/ ity and intent. IWVIIIISe the results of one
program have an inspect on other programs, an overall plan and common
direction of effort an' needed to guide theme Federal assistance programs and
strengthen their Wilmer on improving the living conditions of migrants and
other seasonal farniworkers.

Upon recommendation of the GAO report. the Office of Management and
Budget ((OMB) convened an interagency task force in early .Inne. 1972 to dis-
miss the GAO report and consider the recommendations of that report. In brief,
the task force agreed that the lack of a national policy and enordination media-
nista is one of the main causes of the problem. To this day, there has 1113141 little.
if any, follow-up on the task force's own reeennuendations and conclusis.

From the reading of the reports thus for cited, one can moan& that it is 0
general consensus that a strong. clearly identifiable. centralized national 'mignon
is required to insure a noire effective and efficient administrative mechanism for
the provision of services to migratory and seasonal farm workers and their
fond' les.

Numerous other studies could he cited. but in the interest of time. I again
respectfully refer you to RAsSA's own position paper supporting the establish-
ment of a national office which is attached as appendix II of this testimony and
which further cotains a rational' . for the establishment of a national office for
migratory and seasonal farmworkers.

A THAI KGROVN OF THE OHO II-B MIGRANT ANII SEASONAL FARM WORKER
PROGRAMS AND THEIR CURRENT STATUS IN DM.

I would now like to git a a brief background statement of the 0E0 III -1i
migrant and seasonal farm worker programs as well as discuss their current
status in DOI, since their transfer to that department in August of last year.
By isolating the current activities and management of migrant and seasonal
farm worker programs in DOL, which is one of several agencies currently pro-
viding services to migratory and seasonal farm workers, I hope to illustrate that
the problems documented in various studies, such as the GAO repeat. continue
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to lagne and hamper the delivery of r4er1 kepi to migratory and seasonal farm
workers.

Au overview of the first and only comprehensive national program designed to
deliver social services to migrant awl seasonal farm workers. indicates that the
Government has willfully assigned a low priority status to the problems of the
five million migrant and seasonal farm worker population in this country. Fur-
thermore. the lack of interest demonstrated by the previous administration in
assuring that adequate human services are provided to the migrant and seasonal
farm worker population has resulted in an uncoordinated, unplanned, and a
nebulous social service migrant anti seasonal farm worker program,

The Office of Ilcononde tlpportunitj"s taignmt programs were authorized by
title i II-13 of the Economic Opportunity Act of 111(14, as it was amended. Author-
OA funds for migrant and seasonal farm worker programs were $33 million in
Y 1972, and $36.3 million in FY 1973, Former President Nixon requested that

OHO migrant projects and their staffs he placed in the Department of Labor, and
he also requested funding for those projects in the amount of $40 million for
FY 1974. The Office of Reonoude Opportunity migrant and Reasund farm worker
programs were transferred to the Department of Labor in August 1973.

To exemplify the lack of attention given to the need for a national, unified,
operating philosophy of migrant and seasonal farm worker programs, Howard
Phillips, former acting director of the Office of Ecomanic Opportunity, once pro-
psed that title III-11 programs be entirely eliminated. lie advocated that the
monies atanorized for the title III-11 programs should be distributed to State
Govern( rs as revenue sharing. The neglect of the serious socioeconomic problems
confronting the migrant and seasonal farm worker population of this country is
exemplified in Howard Phillips' plans, which would have destroyed the arena
for the creation of a unified coordinating mechanism of migrant and seasonal
farm worker programs.

Even with the recognizable mcnpower parameters of DOL functions, the title
III-11 programs were transferred to the Department of Labor. This transfer has
resulted in creating a nebulous atmosphere between the agencies who are in-
volved in human service delivery to migrant and seasonal farm workers and
national policy of the Federal Govermuent regarding the human service program
delivery to the target population.

Tun FrruttE o' TUN 01:0 III-B IN DOL

Existing E0A title III-11 programs are at present scheduled to operate well
into fisal year 197. The administration's proposed budget .r fiscal year 1975
does not include a request for a continuation of title III-It funding. Therefore.
section 303 of l'F.TA may well he the prime source of federal funds potentially
available to agencies and organizations now carrying out projects.

The title I11 -13 grantees exhibited a coordinated effort with a commendable
degree of success In spite of numerous obstacles. As will be demonstrated in the
next seetion. the IOUs approach to title 11I -I3 grantees will dilute their success-
fill efforts through Its "shotgun" appron.h in the ilk; rpontion of the ,o,etin 303
11:T.1. monies to ail states. Also. there is no guarantee that the III-B grantees
will villain'''. to he funded by DI I.. of the lid III-11 grantees of 1973, only 44
have submitted qualifying statements to 1)0L (see appendix III). This does
not mean that these projects will be funded Alice competition for the section 303
t'E.% monies is basically open to any reuest that meets the criteria of Not.
as stated hi the August O. 1974 publication of the "Federal Register." ruder
these guidelittex. I might disturbingly add. even the Teamsters l'Ilion qualities for
fainting and hums S11111111Ued a qualifying statement to DOI, (see Appendix III).

CURRENT ACTIVITIES IN DOT.

I would now like to address myself to current activities in the Department of
Labor which I feel further demonstrate the need for a national coordinating
and monitoring loland:4m for the administration of migrant and seasonal farm
worker programs.

of deep r tavern to HASS.% is the current manner in which DOT. is implement-
ing title III section 363 of the comprelemsive Employment awl Training Act of
111T3 l('ETA).

Title III. section 303. Identities migrants and Ming011111 farm workers as a
national priority target group and requires that a minimum of 5% of the
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amount anon al for title I be appropriated for this purpose. The legision
elearly establishes that the !mildews eharaeterized by seasonut employment and
the vagaries of the agricultural industry deserve special programmatic direr-
thins. consequently, DOI, will have M. million title 111, seethe' 303 monies
In Its national account fund for FY in to he idlel . to the "best qualified"
programs throughout the United Shtes. 1 might insert at this polut that,
according to our sources of informathn, in many eases predeternduation of
section 303 sponsorships have been made by DOI. prior to the submissioe of

eilV iu Willi is retleetcd in their letter I 111;VP altaehed
which raises serious questions in my mind as to DOL's apparently hidden inten-
tions of funding state agencies and unions over OHO programs 81101
the Arizona Jilt Colleges, Inc who have already demonstrated a high degree
of success in providing services to the migratory and seasonal farm workers
(see Appendix IV).

I have also included the v141,1(4.1(41 distribution of alloentable section 303 funds
for F1. .1.5 as compared to FY 14 distribution of title III-3 HOA funds in Ap-
pendix V for your information. As is reflected it these figures, each state is
guaranteed by DOI. to receive at least $100.04a. of section 303 funds.

HASS.% seriously questions the manner in w',Ich these monies will be allocated
its well as the primary criteriu DOI. is using in (-valuating the present qualifying
statements witirit is the ability of a project to provide manpower services.

In looking at Appendix V we see that 1)(11. is seeking to distribute seethe' 303
monies to every State in the Union. HASSA feels that the secretary should
envoke Ids prerogative previded him in CTA to not allocate :303 monies to those
States which do not utilize u high percentage of migrant end seasonal farm
workers in their State.

It is apparent to me that the monies will not be going to the appropriate target
areas having high eimeent rat huts of home-based migratory and gensonal fern,
workers or to States which have historically been substantial users of migrant
farm worker labor.

To butter illustrate this point, I 'or you to figure A, withal gives the loention
of projects funded by the Migrant 1)i 'ion of the Office of Benomie Opportunity.
Figure 13 illustrates the travel patiorns of seasonal migratory agricultural
workers. When figure A is superimposed on figure II, we see that for the most
part. ONO III-B programs were strategically located in areas where mi,:rants
could either utilize these services during their travel and/or temporary employ-
ment in variens states, or in their home base state, where a high concentration
of migratory and seasonal farm workers permanently reside, i.e. Texas and
California.
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.BEST COPY AVAIIARE

TRAVEL PATTERNS OF SEASONAL MIGRATORY

AGRICULTURAL WORIVRS

GERRICI4 COUNTY

w omit COUNTY
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KERN CO,:laY
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EAST COAST
ITNEAN

rip CONTINENT
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PALM REACH
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Ili UBE 11
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This map shows the major directions of the nortimard migratory movement
of doniestie natriulturni workers. The movement is reversed as the evil, season
ends in the northern Stotes and the workers drift bock to their lannebose EMS
for many of them, southern California Texas, anti Florida.

Southern Negroes predominate among the atgrieultural automats in the East
Coast States and U.S. citizens of Mexican ancestry In other States. In addition,
low-income NOM IINI) white hinnies, Puerto Ricans, and Indians are found in
the tiona.stie agricultural migrant population.

Soon*: Senate Committee On Labor And Public Welfare, Subcommittee on
Migratory Labor, Senate Report in-S3.

For your further infuriation, Figure gives a breakdowo of how cur-

rently plans to allocate the section 303 l'ETA monies by region as compared to

the FY 74 distribution of Title III-B BOA funds. This again supports our adle-

gotion that section 303 CBTA monies will not be nationally allocated to regions

whirl' urea in greater need of these Loonies due to their higher ebncentration of

migratory and seasonal form workers.

Distribution of \Vocable Section 303 Funds for FY 75 as Compared to FY Ti
Distribution of Title 111-13 RHA Fluids by Regions (As Reflected in DOI,
Planned Allocations of Section 303 FundsSee ApleHdix V)

FIGURE C
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Focal year 1914 Section 303
III B allocations

allocations formula
.. --

315,000 856.000
1.1110, 000 2.872.000

243.000 1.073,000
7.038 000 U. 577.000
3.62x, 000 3,634,000
6 739.000 7,493.000

726,000 1,204.P00
1.563 000 2,262.000
1.741,000 8,479,000

2,757,000

Again refiirrbig to Appendix V, I ask how Di )L justifies the currently planned
allotment of CETA Section 303 monies to the below listed States for FY Ti?

state Planned Nev.
Jud allotment

MaSka OM, OMNew Hampshire NO, 0410Vermont . 11)0, 000Maine
1()01WestVirginia 140,( 10.00410

Inn& Island 100, 000Hawaii 200, 0110
The above allocation of funds is not even consistent with DOL's own alloca-tion formula, it seems that DOI, merely wishes to guarantee each State willreceive "at least" $100,000 of the Section 303 CETA monies. The ridiculousnessoP this Inn, piney is further highlighted by the fact that even the District of

Columbia is slated to receive $100,000 of the CETA. Section 303 monies for FY107:1 t see Appendix ).
These few examples clearly illustrate that DOL is merely trying to appeaseall States at the expense of the migratory and seasonal farm worker and thisto me is a blatent disregard of the true heart of the problem. There are other

States which will be receiving Section 303 ('ETA funds which can hardly be con-
sidered as targeted problem areas when you consider the magnitude for the prob-
lems of other States who are either high users of migratory and seasonal farmwork labor and/or have a large concentration of migrant and seasonal farm
workers residing in their State. These activities clearly constitute a misallocation
of resources and a mismanagement of Government funds.

1 would now like to print out to Hi, committee members a recent DOL decision
in regards to alien labor which I seriously question. On September 0, 1974 the
Department of Labor approved the certification of 2,923 alien workers to pick
apples fn New England, New York, Virginia and West Virginia. In addition to
this. D(ll. certified another 791 foreign workers to plant sugar cane in Florida
'see Appendix VI). This to me is highly suspicious considering the high un-
empleyent rate of our Nation's migratory work force. I would suggest that the
committee take positive action to determine exactly what steps were taken, by
both 1 0 11, and the various State employment services, to try and recruit workers
from our own migrant work force before these alien workers were certified to
work in the United States.

The purpose of highlighting the current activities in DOI, was to substantially
Illustrate the need for a national office which will 1110n 'or activities of agencies
not only in 11.'s manpower administration. but in other departments and
agencies currently providing services to migratory and seasonal farm workers,

anima AcTIvITIEs 1N CONGRESM CONCERNING A NATIONAL OFFICE

At this whit. I lelfeve it would be beneficial to note some recent developments
in the Senate Sabcommittee on Employment, Poverty and Migratory Labor of
the Senate 'um ni it fee on Labor and Public Welfare.

On August 8, 1974, the subrommittee held hearings on several bills which woad('
provide for the continuation of programs currently enthortzed under the eco-
nomic opportunity Act (EGA) of 1904 (H.R. 14449. S. 3870, S. 3798). As an result
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these hea rings. at which II %SSA testified, the subcommittee has developed
hill which will provide for the rontinuation of the various Ef 0. Programs tinder
the auspices of a seventh. independent agency. The bill reported lo the full
eouttnittee. the Ileadstart Reemonde I )pportunity and Community Partnership
Act of 197-I. also (manias a provision for Ole 'Teatime of a national eiiiee fur
migratory and seasonal farm workers within the new independent agency. In
all probability, there 1111 be action on this bill before the end of this session of
Congress. I encourage members of this committee to he fully supportive of the
whole concept of a nnt:oual office for migratory and seasonal farm workers.

I would like to emphasize to the committee that our ventral concern is not
whether this new national office should be bleated la IIEW or In the new hule-
pendent amino'. Our concern is that a national office be (waned which will
monitor aswell as effectively and efficiently coordinate the administration of all
migrant and seasonal farm worker programs.

REcoMMENDATIoNa ANL OlisiniVATIoNs

Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to offer a few brief recommendations
and observations as to the goals, objectives, authority and structure the national
Ake should contain

The office should have the prime responsibility and the assignment of
assuring ulalXllnnllIn coordination of funding resources on the national level.

The Wiley should be given the, authority to reallocate or redirect funding
resources which are used in at manner of less than maximum effectiveness.

The office should be responsible for year-round and long range planning
for migrant, ex-migrant and other seasonal farm workers. (Such planning
should include the development of five (5) year funding cycles, such as in
migrant health grantiVS under HEW, to better plan and execute the identi-
fied national strategy.)

The office should establish an interstate and intrastate committee for
migrant and ex-migrants. This committee should be responsible for Inter-
state cooperation and coordination.

The office should guarantee that the task force be comprised of representa-
tives from migrant and seasonal farm worker III-B grantees. This would
insure utilization of programmatic experience In developing and imple-
menting a national strategy.

Cum:winos

In conclusion, I hope this committee will follow through and seriously con-
sider the creation of a national office for migratory and other seasonal farm
workers. The administration has continually demonstrated its lack of commit-
ment and initiative in seeking means to more effectively and efficiently coordi-
nate and administer the existing migratory and seasonal farm worker programs.

Moreover, the different philosophies of the heads of the various departments
and agencies currently providing services to migratory and seasonal farm workers
will continue to promote interagency rivalry and jealousies, thus delaying the
constructive development of a single unified philosophy plan and strategy to
ameliorate the problems of migratory and seasonal farm workers.

The Department of Labor's administration and nilocation of the section 303
CETA migrant monies was singled out as a case in point of the administration's
failure to recognize and resolve the true nature of the problem we have addressed
ourselves to today.

The time has come for Congress to mandate that the various departments
and agencies' efforts be coordinated in order that the problems of migratory and
seasonal farm workers can be focused on in a more coherent and constructNe
manner and dealt with in a more effective and efficient way. Unless this is done
by Congress itself, the administration's own administrative ineptness will con-
tinue to duplicate its efforts which will hamper the coordination and foresight
needed to ameliorate the problems facing migratory and seasonal ferm workers
every day.

In conclusion. I strongly recommend that the committee raise the focus of
the migratory and seasonal farm workers to the national level by the creation
of a national office for migratory and seasonal farm workers.

OU 1
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APPENDIX I

311GRAToliY AND SEASONAL FA!.AI WORKER Cox DITIoN

t. OVERALL NEEDs 1W FAtat %voREERs

The food industry Is America's biggest bushess. The production end of that
business. agriculture. depends upon a labor system which still bears the markings
of Its historical antecedent, slavery.

Farm workers constitute a unique poverty class: their employmeut Is sporadic.
low-paying. and subject to the unpredictable vicissitudes of weather clanilthins
and technical advances. They are virtually excluded from the benefits which in-
dustrial workers enjoy : 'Willman' wage legislation, collective bargaining rights.
unemployment insurance, workmen's compensation, child labor regulations. ni)(1
decent working conditions.

Both seasonal and migratory farmworkers tend to receive minimal clamantly
services, but migrant farmworkers. as a result of their mobility, are essentially
citizens of no communities and consequently benefit from almost no local pro-
grams or services. Residency requirements ofte:t aggravate their exclusion.

As if their plight as agricultural laborers were not already calamitous, the
mechanization of agriculture is displacing the number of farm labor jobs at a
geometrically increasing rate. The effect of this mechanization seems to be that
farmworker4 work fewer days, ratner than that there are fewer farmworkers.
Consequently. the relatively constant number of farmworkers work fewer man-
days and earn less. The median annual income for farmworkers in 1971 Was
$2,000 (including income derived from non-agricultural work during off-season).

TARGET POPULATION

Family Sizemean, 7.0; median, 0.4; mode, &O.

Social characteristics

Ethnic Background : Approximately 75 percent -- Mexican- American ; approxi-
mately 15 percent -- Black; approximately 10 percentIndians, Anglos, Puerto
Rican.

NOTE.These "Ethnic Background" figures are only estimates, since there
is no data to yield accurate information.)

Education

Lowest of any occupation group: Median years school completed -7.T Mae-
tional illiteracy rateall farmworkers-17 percent ; among migrants-00 percent.

Life Expectancy 41 years.
Health:

Percent
Category of norm

Infant mortality 125
Maternal mortality 125
influe :za, . pneumonia 200
T.B. and infectious diseases 200

Occupational hazards

j'esticides: Deaths per annul. 150; non-fatal poisoning : Children, 3,000: adults,
400; per annum total, 3,550.

Occupational accidents

Farmworkers make up 7 percent of work force. but account for 22 percent of
work-related accidents, Occupational accident rate: 300 percent of norm.
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Bused on these concerns. the (.1451110n of a Nutienal 01 live fur Migrant and
Seasonal rinworkers sera's to Ia the ninst feasible a if ermitive to th.veloping
and facilitating a single (41111111Thu DA vt strategy to meet ilee needs of the migrant
and seasonal fa rmworher through the federul government.

I onbi ulna the (It tegerieal programs presently delivering services to the align/Hi
and seasonal farmworker under a single administrative office can stress the
inter-relation of program areas as they affect the individual and family. '1'llis
will focus on the inte -relationship between these programs in such a vny that
was not previously possible and will provide increased responsiveness to special
ceneerns in melt area. With one 11/1d011/11 olneP 11111'11M responsibility of fed
erul activities. decisions involving the most effeetive alloeation of resources and
deployment of funds will be made at the national level by one single agency.
This is in contrast to the present system which attempts to resolve migrant
and smsonal famworkers' problems with a multitude of government agencies
and departments (see ojective and programmatie functions of the National
office fur Migrant and Seasonal Furntworkers).

LATIONALE FOR Car..yriox OF THE NATIONAL. OFteleE FOR MIGRANT AND SEASONAL
l'ARNI WORKERS IN A l'EDKUAL DEPARTMENT UTIIER TITAN THE DEPARTMENT OF
LAWN IDOL)

Bemuse of the comprehensive social, educational, and environmental nature
of fa rmworker problems and tilt? incompatibility of most migrant programs with
those presently being undertaken by DOL, creation of such an office in a govern-
mental agency other than I, is recommended.

Migrant programming includes a wite range of activities such us day mire,
emergency fowl and modival assistance, health, education, manpower. housing.,
etc The 0L's focus is limited in scope, i.e. manpower. Thus, the total migrant
and seasonal farmworker program deficiencies could be overcome in an agency
other than DOI..

In the formulation of this document, numerous inquiries were made with
luigrcutt program staffs, grantees, and migrant and seasonal farntworkers and
the result has been this draft.

In summary, the National Office for Migrants and Seasonal Farmworkers will
require its own authority, resources, and flexibility. Such development of a single
comprehensive strategy might be organized along the following lines:

Creation of this office should be done through Congressional legislation rather
than Executive Order or merely the acceptance of a transfer of programs.

Creation of a regional structure under NOMSF for those regions currently
having programmatic responsibility for migrants.

elegation of current migrant and seasonal farmworker ndministrative and
pnnzrarnatatle responsibility presently in other departments and agencies to
NOMSF.

Designation of NOMSF tnigrant task force to begin working out the process
and meehanbon for the implementation of such strategy.

APPENDIX III

LISTING OF QUALIFYING STATF:MENTS SUBMITTED TO DM, BY STATE

(Revised as of September 13, 1974)

QUALIFICATION STATEMENTS

Analysis
1. Governors Office r.
2. Title I1IB Grnittees 44
3. Title I Prime Sponsorit 2
4. Others Ell

5. Community Action Agencies 1
fl. O. I. C. 1
7. S. E. R. 3
b. Consortium 12

Total IRO

0 0 lu
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It wes:4i I
.11oine

State of NIalne
New Etoi land Farm workers Clonal!

Passammitioild, 1'11'1111111g Board
roomy/Old

slide 'IC ('IIIINVOittilt P. '1):11111101t Affa;rs
New England Filmmakers Connell

.11o.v.oreh (IN
NOV Fa WOrkilS Ccuitll
llomp../iire

New England Faioworkt rs Council
Jebtol, 1 Allinel

New ;tigland Farm workers Council
room/

New England Fani%orkeis Council
I Wire of Slanpower Services, State of Vermont

ItEolos IIA i .11 y
11i(I(Itrsrx C lit) Office of Nianower Matatgement, Planning & Evaluation
state of Nett .lerst) Inbp1 . of & Industry
t'ow.treso islairou New Jersey
Eit now orkers ('liroratiun of New Jersey
'I lie .1rellay Sellout

o. ) of*
Nat tonal Puerto Rican Forum
1V,tyia. County Board of Supervisors
Muir l'iliversity College of Arts and Science
Community .Anion organization
Stifiollt Comity Mii;ritat Health Project
(range County Manpower .tilininistration
Slower, I i.eolinlie Opportunity Program, Inc.
Pritgram Funding. Inc.
State of New York Department of Labor

Pot Oh Rico
1 ilvision of redersil Affairs. NlinCeipality of Pollee
ClinallifiliWeitit It of l'ilerto Ulm of Labor

REGION III
Dub/Owe

I )1.10 II Men t of Planning and I)eveloptuent, City of Wilmington
tellii igniiellieni Agency

Dix!rirt ref rolumbia
ilarphitift

PPP!. 1 Employment & Social Services
1111in

tan counril of Farmworkers
I'. I le:lit II Mown 11'11 Institute, Inc'.
e..ittitiatiwvilli It of Pennsylvania
Matioiwer Planning and Operations Office

1. 11 ill

mfgr:lot and Seosonal Farm Workers Assoc., Inc., North Carolina
1t',

5:1,4.4ml Farm Workers .1ssiselation. Inv., North Carolina
state of West Virginia Governe's Mike

001
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1:440N IV
Alabama

Alaba Farmworkers Council
Feder:1E1011 of SW11110.41. itlperati vvs
Alaatna I. of ludtaitrial Relations

Fjisrif/f/
4 /MICA Organizva 5ilgrants In Community Action
ilillshorotutn County Sellouts, Adult Education !uullutinity Schools
Central Iicgion Community Development 111,...rd
NIotropolitan Dade County
Palto Witch County
elonintivity Act ion Migrant Progrtuns, Inc.
4 ha ma. County
Florida Department of Ettuention
Ili whin State Mike of the Governor

Gcorgia
Sant invest Georgia -,onmunity Action Connell,

vonoulic Opportunity Authority, Inc.
KEA t lick y

community Action Lexington
Kent acky Manpower Council

Governor's °Bice of Education and Training
Star. Inc.
Mississippi Delta Council for Farm Workers Opportunities

North Carolina
Migrant Sens.mal Pa rmworkers Association
State of North Co rolina Governor's °Ince
Rural Advancement Fund

tomtit, Caro/lag
South Carolina Resource Development Corporation
South Carolina Commission fur Farm Workers, Inc.

Tennessee
State of Tennessee, Dept. of Economic & Community Development
Tennessve Opportunity Programs for Seasonal Farmwurkers, Inc.

REGiox
Illinois

Illinois Migrant Connell
Indiana

Mid NVest Council of La Rua, Inc.
Manpoor Planning Council
Board of lake County Commissioners
AMOS, 'UP.

Minnesota
Rural Minnesota CEP Inc.
Migrnut .Action Program
State of Niinnesota Governor's Manpower Office
Minnesota Migrant Council

Al lhigan
State of Michigan Department of Labor
;wit Jibs for Progress, Inc.
LIMN' Migrants tor pportunity. Inc.
1.10operative Extension Service, Mich. State Univ.

cleveland Area Manpower Planning Council
Economic Opportunity Planning Assoc. of Greater Toledo, Inc.
Dept. of EvotliMile Hod Colmounity Development
La Itaztt ;Attila de Ohio

0 0 les
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11' isennsin
orgcnization Ilistaino Americana
office of the County Executive
United Migrant tpportaliify service

Iti.kaos V I
Arkansas

Arkinc,nA council of loarinworkor4. Inc.
Louisiana

South Mutual Help Association. Inc.
3laupewer Education and Training

New Mexico
City of Albuquerque Office of Manpower Programs
I tome Eueatin Livelihood Program. loc.

Oklahoma
Oklahoma Rural Opportunities, Inc.

Tetras
Community Action Council of South Texas
'try of El Paso Texas (Manpower Planning)

City of Corpus Christi, Texas
La Federacion (Texas Consumer Education Comm)
SER job's for Progress, Inc.
Llano Estacado Farmworkers of Texas
Costal Bend Migrant Council Inc.
Ilidalgo Willaey Counties .Toint Manpower Programs
'entral Coast Counties Development Corporation

South Plains Community Action Assoc., Inc.
Cameron County Manpower Progress
'Idennos ruios Campersimos. Inc.

Alamo Manpower Consortrium
tovernor's Office of Migrant Affairs Texas

Texas Migrant Council
Manpower Education Training Inc.
Southwest Migrant Association
Amigos rnidos Federal Credit Union
Juarez - Lincoln Center
Association City-County Economic Development Corp.
Economic Opportunities Development Corp.
County of Webb Laredo. Texas
community Action Corp., Wichita Falls and North Texas
Mexican-American Council for Economic Progress, Inc.

REGION VII
Iowa

Nee: MI NN (map.) Joint Service
Migrant Action Program. Inc. (see Minnesota and Nebraska)
Migrant Action Program
Migrant Action Program, Inc.

Kansas
Economie Opportunity Foundation, Inc.
Los Chico Pueblos. Inc.
Kansas Council of Agriculture Workers and Low-Income Families. Inc.

Missouri
West Central 5tissourt Rural Development Corp.
Rural Missouri. Inc.
Division of Employment Security (Department a Labor and Industrial

Rehions (Governor's O(fice)
Twin Area Eo Corporation

Nehroaka
Nebraska Tillman ItPSOUrees Research Foundation
Migrant Action Program. Inc.
State of Nebraska DOL

0 01J



Colorado

A'or!h Dakota
Project Ade !ante Colo
Colorado ligratit Connell

Montana
North flnklet

Migrant Action Program Towir'Nortli
Governor's tHlice Nligra tory Farm Committee
Minnesota Migrant Connell/North Dakota

South Dakota
Migrant Action Program Inc'. /fur South Dakota
State of South Dakota
NIinuesota '1Igruut Comte II/South Dakota

Utah
3Iiinpower Planning Council itch Migrant Council

Is

Winos VII

Wyoming
Arbvin

The League of United Latin Americans Citizens
City of Tucson
Portable Praetial Educational
Preparation. Inc.
Ariz() tia Job C.Illege
C.S. Department of Labor/Arizona Dept. of Economic Security
Nligrant pportunitv Program

California
SER/Jobs for Progress, Tile.
Regional Employment & Training
Proteus Adulting Center inc.
Self 110 1p Enterprises
Community Service Center
State of calm Employment Development Dept.
Imperial County Manpower AdminIstrntion
Campesinos Inv.
County of Ventura County Boardsuimervior
Kern C,ainty Economic Opportunity Corp.
Western Conference of Teamsters Agriculture Worker Organization

Committee
Island Manpower Association Manpower Area Planning Council
Target clontnituity Citizens Art/Poverty ('unroll ( TAP)
"Western Conference of Teamsters Agricultural Workers Organizing

Clmaulttec
City of Stockton Manpower Department City Hall
Etmomie & Social opportunities. Inc.
Rural Manpower Laboratory
Economic! opportunity Commission of Imperial County, Inc.
Dept. of Manpower Development & Training
United Council Spanish Speaking Organizations, Inc.
Stanistans County Department of Education
County of Tulare
Sacramento Area Economic Opportunity
Sacramento Con l'llio. Inc.
Multi-County Rural Migrant Manpower Consortium Fresno
Greater Calif. Education Project
Fremm CityCounty Manpower Commission
(*(innty of Snlaoo 7o Personnel Department County Courthouse Annex
SaeratimentoYolo Manpower Agency
0,I.C.
orange County Manpower CmmaiNsion

Itgo los XI

U 0 '4u
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Bo trait
Maui eonomic Opportunity Inc,
State Manpower Planning Connell Office of the Governor

Nevado
Alanpowor PhinnIng Cumuli, Carson City, Nevada
Economic Opportunity Board of Clark County, Nevada

lt Lox X

Idaho
South Central Community Action Agency
Idaho Migrant Cowell

Uregtot
Malheur County Child I )evelopment Center
Pa rktiale Child 1 teveinpment Center
Migrant & Indian Coalition for Coordinated Child Care, Inc.
Woodburn Child Care (Iliac, Inc.
Valley Migrant Oregon
The Mid-Willamette Valley Manpower Consortium

Wa.qh inyton
Sort hwest t qmortunities
State of Washington Glace of the Governor

APPENDIX Iv

,Attizox.i. Jon COLLEGES, INC
Cum Grande, eirbt, &Wernher DOM*

I IFAR Mu. FIERRO ; Over the past year, Arizona Job College has tried to work
cooi.eratively with Mr. Paul Mayrand and his staff from the Department of
Labor's Migrant Division. We have been unsuccessful, and now Paul Mayraud Is
trying to close us down.

I mice enclosed materials explaining our program, along with the qualification
statement submitted to Mr. Mayraud. Fur your information also, 1 have included
the State of Arizona qualificatiou statement so that you can compare ours with
the States.

The State of Arizona has not had a very good reputation in serving Migrants
anti Seasonal Farmworkers. In fact, their record is one of shame. In contrast,
Arizona Job College has been serving complete intact migrant and seasonal farm-
workers since 1970 in a comprehensive system of service, as you can see in our
booklet.

Mr. Mayrand continually states we are too expenAve, yet he only contributes
$7)7,110 a month to a monthly operating budget of $11:1,000. Ills office contributes
50,:c while II.E.W., The Ford Foundation, the State and County contributes
the other 710%. Mr. Mayrand gets a quality program serving migrant complete
families from Child Development. to Job Placement and he only pays half the
cost. Ito has a sweet deal working with us and now he wants to close us. Ills
reasonwe are too expensive. Ile intends to close us by awarding the State's
adoration of $11,49,00 to the Department of Economic Security, the State's arm
for social set vices.

le must not he allowed to get away with this. We have informed Fernando
Indium John lItterta. Al Gonzales. Senator Goldwater, Senator Fannin and Con-
gressman Conlon. of what Mr. Mayrand is trying to pull. I ask you to help us
stay open to serve our people.

Arizona .1,111 4'olloge should be the Grantee for the State of Arizona, not the
Department of F.conotnic Security.

Time!: you rut' any help you can render.
Sinceramente,

PETFR R. AGMLAR,
Assistant Praha bimetal'.



APPENDIX V

DISTRIBOTION OF' ALLOCADIA: SEXTION 803 PI' NOS FOR FY VI AS COMPARED TOFY 74 InsTutuvrtos OF TULA'. MIA FUNDS u IitcluNs
10:FEREN : MEN T OF LAIroles ALLOcATIoNs or slicTION :;o:; FUNDS

DISTRIBUTION OF ALLOCABLE SEC. 303 ruNDs FOR FISCAL YEAR 1975 AS COMPARED TO FISCAL YEAR 1974
WSTRIE" TION OF TITLE III-B EOA FUNDS

Slate
CETA
rank

Title
III

rank
Fiscal year

1974
Allocation

formula

Intrastate
(90

percent)

Interstate
(10

percent)

(1) (2)

California 1 2 $3, 550. 000 $7. 145 000 20.6 20. 1Texa- .... ........ .. . . 2 1 4, 556, 000 5, 156. 000 16.5 .2North Carolina.... ............. .. 3 5 I, 525, 000 4, 034.000 12.5 3.9Florida 4 3 2, 065, 000 3. 239. 000 9. 3 9. 7Puerto Rico . ....... .... ..... 5 28 0 1, 822. 000 5.9 0Washington 6 13 628. 000 1, 418.000 3.7 7. 5Arizona ............ . ..... .... 7 8 1.029, 000 968. 000 2.8 2.4Oregon . 8 15 600, 000 778, 000 2. 1 3.6Mississippi 9 9 I, 000.000 900, 000 2.3 0Tennessee 10 24 350,000 700.000 2.2 . iKentucky 11 0 0 593.000 1.9 0Michigan 12 7 1. 142. 000 I, 0?8. 000 1.0 7.4Ohio 13 23 200. 000 551, 000 1.3 4.4Georgia 14 25 300 000 493. 000 1.6 0Oklahoma._.... ... . 15 33 132,000 491, 000 1.5 .9
New Jersey 16 18 510.000 459.000 .6 7.5
Pennsylvania 17 30 243.600 432.000 1.2 1.5
daho 18 22 513, 000 461, 000 .9 2.9

Kansas 19 0 0 364, 000 1. 1 1.0South Carolina 20 12 898, 000 808.000 .9 1.5
New York 21 17 650,C00 585.00) .6 4.5
Montana 22 35 0 326, 000 .8 1.9
Hawaii 23 0 0 266, 000 .8 0
Connecticut.. 24 31 248, 000 237, 000 .4 2.8Virginia 25 37 0 226, 000 .6 1.2Iowa. 26 29 158,000 225.000 .7 .1
South Dakota 27 12 0 224, 000 .7 0
Massachusetts 28 34 128.000 219, 000 .5 1.6
Colorado 29 6 1, 052, 000 947,000 .4 2.1
North Dakota 30 0 0 205, 000 .5 1.2
Alabama 31 10 900,000 810,000 .6 .3
Louisiana. 32 21 476,000 428.000 .5 0Illinois 33 14 810, 000 729, 000 .2 2.4
Maryland ......... . . . 34 36 0 115, 000 .3 1.0
Nebraska 35 27 0 104, 000 .3 .5
Indiana. 36 20 782. 000 704,000 .1 2.0
Arkansas 37 19 575,000 518,000 .3 .1
Maine 38 0 0 100.000 .3 0
Missouri 39 16 568,000 511 000 .3 0
Delaware 40 0 0 100. 000 .2 1.0
Wisconsin 41 11 550.000 495,000 .2 .7
Utah 42 2 511, 000 460, COO .1 .8
Nevada 43 0 100,c00 .2 0
New Mexico .. .... ............ _ ..... - . 44 1, 000.000 900, COO .1 .6
Minnesota 45 3 141,00 127, 000 .1 1
Wyoming . . ...... 46 100. 000 .1 .2
New Hampshire .. ..... . .. 47 100,000 .1 0
Rhode Island . ..... 48 100,000 .1 0
District of Columbia. 49 100, 000 3 0
West Virginia. 50 100, 000 0 .1
Alaska . . 51 100,000 0 0
Vermont . .. ...... ..... .. .. . 52 100,000 0 0

Total. 127, 790, 000 42, 208, 000

I Does not include: High schwal equivalency programs (HEP), college assistance migrant programs (CAMP), emergency
food and medical services (EFMS), permanent housing programs, information and research activities (1uarez-LitiCol0
Center), national contracts, technical assistance, evaluation contracts.

Source: Department of Labor, 1974.
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Subject : Section 3113 National .1ccomit Funds
The following reflects our position with respect to the National Aceount Fund

for FY '75;
I. --.ssiniting a level of $52.7n, we will have a National Account of $10,541,00)

fur the following:
I. Trail-Mon of all programs to .Tan. 1, 1974..
2. Rural Housing Aillanee 1, 7461511107),, t(0114111011

II. Juarez-Lincoln telettringhoure
4. NI Al 'EP ettomic develop ment 101, tioI

5, 11E11 CANIP
0. t).18.1 audits

3, 750, 00%)
200, 000

7. Phaseout funds after Dee. 1 announcement (variable from
500, 000

Sub total 7, 407, Otto

s. l'nn

Total

t 20yc of $7i3M)

11,---A.stuning a level of $071 wr.. will have a national account of
$13.ilit.0ts) fur the following:

1 7 as above
-Contingeney

Total

3, 134, 000

1%.1

km.

"a

10, 541, 000

7,
5,

07,
993,

000
000

13, 00. 000

(20% Of $0711)

- Hold Harmless: Our -part formula for the distribution of allocable
funds includes StiNI In hold harmless funds. A comparison of the projected two

pitssiblo filleting levet. above shows that in the $57.71 budget there is a short-
fall of A3M to take tiro hold harmless from the National Account and a shortfall
of S-haute o in the $67M funding level. Therefore, It would not be possible to take
the hold harmless: funds from the level without severely reducing National At.-
"mit activity but barely possible to do so from a $67M level National Account
budget. The latter is not advisable since we have no experience as to the actual
cunt imeney level required to nawage at new program. While in transition from an
old program with an unclear mortgage.

'V.Suggestions for Contingency Fund :
1. Expaial effort.: of !Merl Klectrical Union contract to additional unions

if prilven ,:tirt.q.stsful: Post : $800.000
2. 111,vose Rural housing Alliance, if necessary to include Rural Cali-

fornia noosing and Self-Help Enterprises (SHE) which are not included in
FY '75 budget in order for national coverage request funds. Cost : $1400.000

3. Fund 111:1' ('AMP for 12 versus the proposed 9 months to avoi4 having
at greater mortgage in FY '70. Cost : $1.2 million

4. Emergeney set-aside (per standing committee) for crop freezes, EMS,
etc, Post : $1 million. Total: $3.5 million

gEeTiON 303 Fest----$53

.thoallh. equal 441 percent times $ 3 elp.al $42 millien.
Four Footle; 1instate: 2interstate 3hold hairodosN: $100,000 tulul-

Illalll.
111 MU yearly a %vamp 5011.000-111::tiata (11318 data plus census or agri-

culture) : 7111.11110-410eNtlItt I RNISI.
() iletermine ratio factor I to factor 2 equal 9(1-10 (adjusted annually).
(31 1/iVido` 41i(Hail1t 1)11111'S preliminarily equal) $37.h for factor 1, $4.3 fur

factor 2.
41 2:1474 --- -1
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have also given you the analysis of every program that has submitted
an it pplication for migrant moneys.

This 3 the old story. When the moneys are available everybody is
going to come after them in spite of the fact they have Ito experience,
no sensitivity as to the issues or problems of migrant.; or the way to
solve those problems.

One of the things that we are very concerned about, in the bark page
appendix 3 we give the qualifying statements. As I indicated at one
time, there were fCti programs funded to provide services to migrant
farm workers. Today in the Department of Labor there are 186 ap-
plications Of qualifying statements, not that they will all be accepted
but that is the interest and enthusiasm in trying to assist the popula-
tion that we are talking about.

An interesting fact, Congressman, is an area, like the State of
Alaska, Washington, D.C., qualifies for money for migrants where
formerly there were never any identifiable migrants in this area. It is
the most incomprehensible judgment that DOI. in their allocation of
funds I think deserves more than oversight hearings on that agency's
use of those funds, the misallocation of funds and resources to impact
the nopulation we are talking about.

Mr. Foal). What is the source of the figure you have on page 13?
Mr. FIERRO. That is Department of Labor.
Mr. Fonn. Who is the person responsible for those figures?
Mr. FTERRO. Mr. William Kolberg is responsible for that. That came

out of his own office.
Mr. FORD. I can visualize the rationale for a program in the District

of Columbia quite readily, as I can visualize the need for a program
in Det,oit. It is highly conceivable that there may be an attraction to
the city of people who need job training in order to get out of the
migrant stream. But I can't imagine how you can attract migrants
to Alaska.

Mr. FIERRO. I have no idea.
Mr. FORD. I thought the problem in Alaska was a shortage of

workers, not an unemployment problem. I think that we will take a
look and find out how they can spend $100,000 in Alaska.

It is particularly interesting to me because a substantial number of
people drop out of the migrant stream each year in Michigan and be-
come citizens of our State when right now we already have 10.5 per-
cent of the work force unemployed.

It is extremely diffieult to accommodate additional people in the
work force without job skills that are readily usable in the kind of
sophist kilted industry we have there.

Mr. MERIT°. I might point out on the last page it shows the distribu-
tion. of allocation of section 303 moneys. Your own State of Michigan
at one time was ranked third in terms of the use of migratory seasonal
farmers. It is on the very back page, I think it is the fifth Nov from
the end. It ranks the State of Michigan seventh in title III ranking on
the left-hand side.

In this new CETA ranking, your own State ranks 12th. There will
be a decrease of funds for your particular State this coming year. As
you can see, these figures come from the Department of Labor. There
is the distribution of moneys, where it has gone and how. Also it
indicates the interstate migrant population.
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Mr. Foal). We have been working with the Labor Department to
try to make them follow the law on granting the certificates. If they
were a little tougher with that certification, you could go 30 miles
from Washington, and instead of finding Jamairans picking apples
you would find some of the people who need work in the District of
Columbia pieking apples. lint it is a lot easier to do it with a passive
group of people who, a they get slightly out of line, can be shipped
back home.

Also, the IA ant to stay until the nd of the season no matter how
bad the picking is.

Mr. Fri% That is why we resist I)OL's strategy in assisting
migrant farrnworkers. We question even the ethics and morality of
what they are doing in terms of the moneys, in terms of these
programs.

I think that a 11101'11 comprehensive in-depth study ought to be done
in erins of that Department's utilization of these current funds that
are going to all these programs in all these States.

That is why we are strongly advocating this nations': office because
of the need to coordinate the strategy, the plans and to monitor these
programs as to what they are doing and to report to Congress because
I know Congress and your committee has an awful lot of work to do
but I think that this kind of reporting will alleviate or assist in alle-
viating some of the problems.

Let me point out also that while we are talking about the national
umbrella to deal with migrant and seasonal farmworkers we are also
talking about on the Senate side just recently when the Committee
on Poverty and Migratory Labor passed or amended the OEO act
to include a national office for seasonal farmworkers.

In that amendment it sets up a national structure very comparable
to the one that is in Congressman Roybal's legislation. I would like,
hopefully because of the time because Congress will be td!ourning
very shortly, this committee to recommend to the confereestalking
about the national office contained in the OEO act on the Senate side
submitted by Senators Nelson, Kennedy, and Mondale, there is lan-
guage in the OEO bill that reflects the establishment of a national office
in that legislation.

I know that Mr. Hawkins' committee has already passed legislation
in the ITouse on OEO. In the Senate language there is language that
relates to the establishment of a national office for migrant and sea-
sonal farmworkers.

We hope this committee will review the legislationbecause of the
timeframe that we have here we may not be able to get this bill. through
Congress this year and there is a recommendation by this committee
to support that national office in that legislation.

Again, let me say that I would like to conclude my statement but
I would like to have the full text of the statement inserted in the
record.

If you have any further questions, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Land-
grebe, I will he delighted to answer them.

Mr. Form. I think there is no more serious reason for selecting HEW
as the parent agency than the fact that HEW presently has the admin-
istration of most of the programs dealing with migrant and seasonal
farmworkers and their families.

41-204-74-5
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Mr. Mum). The eas,m at the time that. II I':«' was selected is he-
cause there was going to be a transfer of title III to DOL. At that
time we felt that the agency was not going to be sponsor receptive to
migrant issues.

As a result. A(' suggested the I EW structure. What we are saying
also is that wherever that structure is, whatever rows out of this
legislation. whether it is OE() contained, under the LIEN' umbrella or
whether it is an independent agency. we would like to see a national
desk. a national office for migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

11 LW does have today the most initiatives for migrant. programs
than any other ageney. At one time when the former Secretary was
there he was very receptive of givinr,e. the committee counsel a letter
where II EW was e rextmelv interest-Q at that time when tie traffic was
taking place. They wanted the migrant programs to come tinder their
auspiees. They recommended very strongly to the President and.to the
0E0 people who wanted these programs.

Again it did not come about. There] was never any action. It was
simply transferred to DOL.

Mr. -Foam Mr. Landgrebe.
Mr. LANtsulEnt. I don't believe I have any questions, Mr. Chairman.

I just. heard a discussion about the bill yesterday. I will await an op-
portunity for a little more study by myself.

Mr. Foe). Mr. Mos.:e.
Mr. MossE. I would like to ask a question concerning the nature of

migratory workers. It is difficult to determine where to allocate mone-
tary benefits when you are not quite sure, because of the transitory
nature of the people you are trying to help, exactly where they will be
geographically at a given time so that they can directly receive the
funds that are set aside for them.

My question is, is there sufficient information available to guarantee
that in the event funds Pre appropriated for the benefit of certain
workers, they will be there to receive them?

Certainly no one would qoestion our cause. The migrant laborers
deserve all the help we can give them. It sems a shame to me. consider-
ing this example in your testimony, to be allocating funds and not have
them reach or benefit the people who need them the most.

Mr. IlEstx.m. I think that within the span of time that DOL deter-
mined what States would be receiving what amount of allocation those
experienced agencies were completely ignored as to the source of infor-
mation and consultation. for example, as to the type of data that would
be needed to determine the allocation per State.

I think that the data or source of data were ignored by DOI. when-
ever thev did decide to allocate ".r" amount of aid.

Mr. Foal). When we enacted !LIZ. 69, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, once again we set aside in title I for migrant. children
a preferred category for distribution of funds. We made a very
dramatic change in where the money was to go by shifting to the use
of computers at Little Hock (Migrant St udent Record Transfer Sys-
tem). We used to use tin arbitrary kind of ratio to count the number of
people the Labor Department said was in the migrant stream and
estimating the number of children in school age they might have.
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Now, we know exactly what we have and we know within a week
when they move. There is one central data bank that has been build-
ing now for several years in Little Rock, Ark. It is a federally funded
program, for all or the 48 mainland States.

That. is another reason that inn Ices me scratch my head about mi-
grants in Alaska. 1Ve excluded Alaska because we never knew they
had migrants.

Mr. Finale). We know where the migrants are, we know where they
are going, we know where the crop areas are. That has been docu-
mented and doer mented again.

Additionally, the Little Rock data bank is available. Again the
strategy that MI. is using, it ignores all those facts, all those figures,
for whatever other reason they can justify it. They ignore all of
those. OE() had a very good delivery. .system for migrants. They ini-
tiated very innovative ways of followng, where you indicated where
they are going to go. They had ma .le vans that would follow the
inigeants to different areas, that follow 'd the stream.

'1 hey would take Head Start prof ams, day care programs! adult
education programs along with thc i. Those have been eliminated.
There are no more programs at all.

Mr. Foam There is a serious problem in spite of all the effort. There
has never been any centralized effort, in anything except education.
You remember the bitter fight we had in the conference committee
on keeping the status that we maintained for the migrants. That is
one of the things that I very frankly traded for some of the things I
didn't like in that bill. One of the few little victories we won in there.
What they were really screaming about was when we shifted the
method of accounting over to the computer, we found three times more
kids qualified than we had before. So the amount of money going to
migrant education of the top in title I by 1976 will be three times
what it was using the old system of accounting, which is an illustra-
tion of how far off we were in actually counting kids in a program that
bad been running for years. We were missing apparently almost two-
thi rds of the kids.

Mr. BESINAIZ. We were discussing the possibility that such an office
would address a plan that could be matched parallel with the budget.
It is very evident that rirht now if you would ask D014, for example,
bow do you justify the budget in regard to a specific 5-year plan,
for example, they could not respond.

If you look, for example, at HEW, the way they fund migrant
health grants, for example. there is a definite parallel budget in thet
plan. Over a period of 5 years you are semi-able to meet your objec-
tive or goal.

This is one of the Rives where we feel each an office would be able
to address itself. The development of an overall 10-year plan is Very
imperative both from the programmatic aspect and funding aspect.
If we continue to think in a vacuum, if we continue to think arbi-
trarily from a programmatic aspect and funding aspects the solu-
tion to the problem will never occur.

Mr. Finnno. "Afr. Chairman, I think the action that DOL has taken
relative to the title III B program, when you have a title III B

d
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program involving service to migrants and seasonal farmworkers
now you have a competitive system of grants that will be providing
manpower serviceq. you have the State agencies, you have title I agen-
cies that qualify. title 11 dial qualify for tnose moneys. how can von
weigh the title Ill B agency applying for those funds and a State
agency applying for the same amount of fundsnot for the same
amount of funds, but for those particular funds that are going to those
States?

Obviously, to me those title III programs that have been there are
not going to be there in the future in spite of repeated efforts, and

recall the correspondence you had and tile meetings you had with
Mr. Kolberg where there were agreements made that they were not
going to defunct those programs. they were going to continue those
programs, and you assisted a great deal in the continuation of those
programs last year, but they will not be there this coming year because
they will net be able to compete with State agencies, larger manpower
urban programs that exist in those States today. They just can't do it.

iThat is why all the expenditures of funds for the last 5 or 10 years
that have gone to migrant areas will have been wasted because the
experience, the development of personnel in those areas is not being
utilized by DOL. will not continue to be utilized by DOL.

I certainly hope that this committee will assert itself to bring about
some definite eammitments from Mr. Kolberg to continue the funding
of n11 those title IIIB programs for this coming year.

Mr. FORD. I think we will get into that with the Labor Department
later in the hearings and find out what plans, if any. they have for
assisting, personnel and programs, what they are doing.

Mr. Pullin Additionally, they don't even have any Spanish-speak-
ing people. You know, the staff of DOI. today, the top five people
aren't even Spanish people, not even Mexican American. They don't
have any sensitivity as to the migrant initiatives. That is why we have
this problem.

In 0E0 we had a highly capable staff of Snanish speaking and
people who were familiar with the migrant problem. We don't have
that in DOT, today.

As a matter of fact, they have all left because of the lack of respon-
siveness or. their part.

Mr. BI.SINATZ. Not only that, some people with programmatic com-
petence T think DOL lacks at this time.

Mr. Form. Thank von very much.
Mr. FrEntto. Thank von. Mr. Chairan.
Mr. Font), Mr. Raphael Semmes. executive director. National Asso-

ciation of Farmworker Programs, Washington. accompanied by
Karen Tobin. exerntive director, Proaram Funding. Inc., Rochester,
N.Y.: Frank Acosta. vice president. Association of Farmworker Op-
portunity Programs. Cleveland, Tex.: and Franci.ro Castellanos,
manpower director, Hidalgo County (Tex.) Economic Development
Corp.. Edinburg. Tex.

0034
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STATEMENT OF RAPHAEL SEMMES III, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FARMWORKER PROGRAMS, WASH-
INGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY KAREN TOBIN, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM FUNDING, INC., ROCHESTER, N.Y.; FRANK
ACOSTA,. VICE PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF FARMWORKER
OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS, CLEVELAND, TEX.; AND FRANCISCO
CASTELLANOS, MANPOWER DIRECTOR, HIDALGO COUNTY (TEX.)
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP., EDINBURG, TEL

Mr. SEMHES. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the members
of the committee.

Mr. Foul). Do .otl have statements?
Mr. SF:3131EN, Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. WitilOUt objection, the prepared statements that you

have submitted will he inserted in full at this point in the record.
I'm may proceed in whatever manner is most comfortable to you

add to it, highlight, or explain.
(The statements referred to follow :1

NATIONAL A.issomerms ce F.taltwoutifin PROGRAMS,
Was, ington, D.C., September 24, 1974,

WH.LIAM FORD.
Chairman, NH/worn/diner on Agricultural L. bor,
WaRh legion, 1).C.

DEAR CoNoRESSMAN PoRD: In response to your request of September 10th to
provide copies of our prepared testimony before the Subcommittee, we arepleased
to include with this letter twenty-five copies of the testimony of the panel of
witnesses from the National Association of Farmworker Programs regarding
H.R. 12257 and related bills to provide for the establishment of a National Office
for Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers within the Department ofHealth, Educa-
tion and Welfare.

We look forward to testifying personally on these matters and appreciate your
kind invitation granting us this opportunity.

Sincerely yours,
RAPHAEL SEMMES III,

Arcoutive Secretary.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAPHAEL SEMMES III, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NATIONAL
AsSOCIATION Or FAR3IWORKER PROGRAMS (NAFP)

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, on behalf of the National Associa-
tion of Pormworker Programs. I want to take this opportunity to thank you for
inviting our panel to be present and testify in regard to the important legislative
proposals now before you calling for the creation of a National Office for Migrant
Mid Seasonal Farmworkers within the Department of Health. Education and
Welftr:e. Members of our panel will present testimony addressed particularly to
the concerns of the regions they represent.

During the past decade, it has been a recognized principle of policy as con-
firmed by legislative sanction that Federal efforts to serve farmworkers should be
directed at the national level. This Policy recognizes that the special problems of
the target population, such as a seasonal work cycle, migration, high incidence of
poverty and unemployment and frequent exposure to health hazards, require
national-level direction. a real sensitivity to the problems and felt needs of the
farmworker, and sufficient funding to permit the implementation of a successful
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program plan. NA FP wholeheartedly endorses this policy. It has eneourtiged the
development of responsible organizations with effective involvement of the farm-workers themselves.

It has been in keeping with the policy aforementioned to provide direct funding
of effective programs from the national level, to restrict administrative overhead
and thus to deliver more services for each dollar invested. Moreover. to provide
the farmworkers with the range of comprehensive assistance they require, such as
adult education, child care, economic development, legnl services and counseling,
the existing farmworker programs have not required layered, bureaucratic struc-
tures either at their level or at the national level. In filet, administrative costs
have been kept remarkably low. For example, programs funded by MEW in the
university system of one state are receiving between 23% and 40% of the total
grants in indirect costs, while non-profit organizations in the same state require
an average of only 12% in indirect costs and are able to obtain multiple fundingsources to further reduce the administrative cost factor.

The operation of farmworker programs by the existing, effective grantees has
also resulted in positive actions to reduce the exploitation of farmworkers intheir daily lives. A majority of the board members and a significant percentage
of staff members are, have been or are closely familiar with farmworkers. This
has ensured Zhe existence of a sensitivity to cases of unfair practices, poor lions-
ing, economic dependency and generally low living standards affecting farm-workers.

In the past, laws designed to encourage this sensitivity and this high level of
effective service delivery have been translated into action throughout the country
through program and funding support from a compact, sensitive national nil-
grant office. These laws, including Title III-13 of the Econondc Opportunity Act
and extending in spirit through the Title III, Section 803 provisions of the Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act, have represented a continuation and
reinforcement of the basic policy mentioned earlier of responsively admi &ter-
ing and effectively supporting the proven farmworker programs from a single
national office. When, however, such laws are followed by proposed Departmental
Regulations which could negate the national policy and result in tiered, waste-
ful levels of administrative expense and the funding of unproven, unresponsive
and hastily planned new programs at the state and local levels, then the reaction
of the public at these levels will be one of bewilderment, dismay and serious
questioning of the logic of such a course.

Thus, for us to return to the nationally-administered policy, it is essential to
create a National Office for Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers. One of the
bills at hand, by Representative Roybal, properly recognizes this need and pro-
hibits the delegation of this national responsibility. From responses to ques-
tionnaires and inquiries to the programs made by NAFP, it would appear
that many programs would accept the establishment of the National Office
within the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, assuming that such an
Office were to be streamlined, well-financed to meet the tasks ahead and staffed
with responsive leadership. The Office should he exclusively dedicated to solving
the urgent problems of farmworkers. The Office should also institute reasonable
reporting and monitoring procedures that do not consume excessive amounts of
staff time but are designed to encourage close and equitable relationships between
the Office and the programs themselves. Finally, the Office should be designed as
an effective force in all Federal activitieseconomic development, manpower
training, child care, hr' ''.e education, housing, health services, counseling and
other kinds of assistin,(vfor migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

If these requirements are met, the proven national policy of special assistance
for farmworkers will continue to meet the pressing needs at hand. We respect-
fully submit that the bill should be amended to permit both funding and sensi-
tive programmatic hopport in the major areas of activity we have outlined
today.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Miss KAREN TOBIN, EXECUT/VE DIRECTOR, PROGRAM
FUNDING, INC., NEW YORK STATE

Nationwide, existing Title IIIB farmworker programs continuously are asked
to respond to "t'nder who's aegis should they exist." In reality, programs serv-
ing farmworkers have specific needs, as defined by farmworkers themselves. The
actual agency holding legislative responsibility is probably less important than
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is the eammitment by whatever agency to ensure the current maintenance of
program effort.

To date farmworker programs have had two sponsors : CEO and I'SDOL,
()ED was it competuut and sensitive sponsorneeding some administrative over-
hauling, but genuinely committed to farmworker programs, USDOL struggles
with its reponsiility to improve the aceountaility of programs, but their com-
mitment to program content and structure can and should be challenged. It is
most probable that only a separate agency, having :sped& legislative responsi-
bility to operate anti maintain farmworker programs could do justice to the tre-
mendous need.

Any agency operating programs for farmworkers must understand and com-
mit themselves to some basic factors ;

(1) Definition of farmworker that will include the entire target population
including dependents) .

(2) Commitment to the broad range of program activities that farmworkers
need in their struggle to become economically independent

(3) Funding to agencies with a broad range of program delivery capability,
having. a record of demonstrated effectiveness and having farmworkers involved
at all levels of their decision-making process.

(4) Funding level sufficient to ensure all program activities can be maintained.
t 5) Funding formula that does not discriminate against areas of the country.
Currently. under USDOL, all of these factors are in jeopardy.
I. 1 letinItIon of fermwor4ers and eligible clients : As a minimum, such n defini-

tion must include : (1) workers who are seasonally employed in agriculture, or
whose under or unemployment is a result of recent displacement from seasonal
employment : I dependents of seasonally employed agricultural workers ; (3)
contract workers from Puerto Rico, British West Indies, etc. who work season-
ally in processing plants, Pte.; (4) Agricultural workers who fall below the
poverty level (migrant and non-migrant).

For purposes of this concern, it is appropriate to combine the definitions cur-
rently used by HEW, Offices of Education, Child Development and Health Serv-
ices and Mental Health Administration.

II. Program activities must include the broad range of activities identified by
farmworkers as their genuine needs. These include (not all inclusive) :

(1) Itousing (new and rehabilitated).
(2) Manpowerjob training, job placement, GED, communication skills

(ESL).
(3) Economic upgradingrelocation assistance, counseling, employability

planning.
(4) Emergency Food and Medical Services (vouchers for food and stamps,

assistance in obtaining services, including transportation).
(5) Legal assistance (counseling, criminal and civil cases and legal rights).
(0) child Development (including counseling, curriculum development and

day care).
(7) Educational upgrading (including tuition assistance, work experience,

tutorial assistance).
(8) Economic development (opportunity to participate in meaningful ventures

leading to economic independence).
(91 Health (environmental health as well as preventive and acute care in

localities %cher., HEW funded health programs do not exist),
(10) AlehnlisM and mental health programs.
Any Federal agency, having responsibility to the nation's farmworkers, must

insure that all of these activities are encouraged and funded. To do less will
be to fail to respond to the expressed needs of farmworkers.

Eli. ttrueture: Most acute is the commitment on the part of any Federal
agency having the legislative mandate to operate migrant programs to insure
that any nonprofit corporation, funded to operate programs, ha re several
qualities :

(1) Demonstrated effectiveness hi operating multi-component programs (in-
cluding cooperative linkage and past history as a Title agency, preferred).

(2) Farmworker participationA majority of (MV) farmworkers must be
on all Boards and Committees as a prerequisite for funding any agency to oper-
ate programs.

(3) State-wide comprehensive delivery system where feasible and currently op-
erating must be refunded and continued.
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The Federal agency must maintain, itself, direct funding, technical assistance
and program direction responsibilities. it moat COlaillit itself to maintaining a
competent staff in Washington, D.C., to assist grantees.

IV. Funding---Must be sufficient to cover all needed program activities (03
million) and must be allocated on a formula basis that guarantees migrant
farmworkers, dependents, as well as seasonal farmworkers, adequate assist.
num as allowed by the actin Hies under the Legislation. No formula should be
allowed to discriminate against migrant farmworkers, while harvesting crops
in "receiver states," To do SO will deny workers assistance during a most critical
time period, annually, and will violate the legislative purpose of any act. Workers
and dependents must specifically be helped during "down time," slack priods
and natural disasters. Specine concern should be given to areas of high unemploy-
ment as well as workers being displaced I* mechanization.

The Federal agency taking the National responsibility for migrant programs
must be a willing advocate for farmicorkera and farmworker programs at the
Federal level with other Federal agencies, such as HUD, FuitIA, HEW, USDOL,
etc. The Federal agency must not make decisions based on political concerns
but must be willing to support, openly and publicly, the needs of farmworker
programs and needs.

To date, USDOL has violated some of these most basic concerns. Farmworker
programs are suffering a serious set hack; yet harvest conditions, under- and
unemployment problems, food emergencies, political harassment and legal and
ether civil rights violations continue to ho a serious problem for the Nation's
farmworkers. Existing grantees, experienced over the years of program delivery,
must receive the respect and support of any Federal agency or office that develops
or adopts farmworker concerns and programs.

.1111
PICETARED STATEMENT OF FRANCISCO CASTEI.LANOS, MANPOWER DIRECTOR, HIDALGO

COUNTY (TEXAS) ECONOMIO DEVELOPMENT CORP.

The problems of migrants and seasonal farmworkers engaged in agriculture
transcends political, geographical and ethnic lines. The state of Teas, as the
home base area for a large majority of the migrants and seasonal farmworkers
who harvest our nation's agricultural products, is just this year beginning to rec-
ognize that a special office for migrant affairs is needed.

Leadership for solving the many problems of this disenfranehisr_st sue-culture
nation-wide has come from very small sections of the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity and presently U.S.D.O.L. Other than that there have sprung up over fifty
local organizations across the country which have worked for as lung as six
years to aid migrants and seasonal farmworkers.

These organizations' efforts to provide comprehensive services to migrants
and seasonal farmworkers needs national leadership which has the a thority to
make available the many resources of the federal government for the benefit of
this group of people, not just those specificallr earmarked for la:grants and sea-
sonal farmworkers through O.E.O. and D.O.L.

Present Texas projects for migrants and seasonal farmworkers are danger-
ously close to being absorbed in the Texas State Government Bureaucracy, which
did not become interested in the problems of migrants until money was made
available for this group through CETA, Title III, Section 303.

A strong national office for migrrnt and seasonal farmworkers could provide
strong leadership to local, state or non-profit corp9rations in regards to mainte-
naace of effort and continuity of services, irregardless of new Manpower in
housing, or other such legislation in the state.

We need continuity, stability and strong federal government leadership that
will do justice to this national problem.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF' FRANK ACOSTA. EXECCTIVE DIRECTOR, MANPOWER EDT/-
CATION AND TRAINING. INC., CLEVELAND. TEX., AND VICE: PXESIDENT, ASSOCIATION
OF FARMWORKERS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS, INC.

My name is Frank Acosta and I am Executive Director of Manpower Educa-
thn and Training, Inc. (MET), with administrative offices in Cleveland, Texas
and also Vice President of the Association of Farmworkers Opportunity Pro-
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grams, Inc. MET is a State-wide program offering services to migrant and sea-
sonal farmworkers in 98 Texas counties and 23 parrishes in the State of Louisi-
ana. AMP is an organization of directors of migrant programs representing 26
States in the Southeastern and Eastern United States.

It is a pleasure to appear before Congressman Ford and this committee today
on behalf of migrant and seasonal farinworkers. As you well know, migrant and
seasonal farmworkers are perhaps the poorest of America's poor. It is the only
industry in the country today that makes heavy use of child labor.

The goal of all our programs is to provide these Americans with an opportunity
to upgrade themselves in their present occupations or through education and
training to have the choice to select other occupations.

Most of us have been running magmas for farmworkers ever since the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Act of 11)64 started the first Federal programs for migrant
and seasonal farmworkers. Since that time, we have seen the OEO program
transferred to the Department of Labor and we have also seen the Congress
provide training for farmworkers in a special section under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act. Our experience with running programs under
OEO was excellent. Our experience with the Department of Labor is probably too
new to make comment. Suffice to say that the Department of Labor is trying to
run programs for the benefit of farmworkers with some of the former OEO Mi-
grant Division staff and with some Department of Labor personnel recruited from
other DOL programs, all within the framework of the objectives of the Depart-
ment of Labor.

We support th9 need for a separate agency for migrant and seasonal farm-
workers programs. Our first choice 1:4 to have that in OEO or its successor
agency. that becomes impossible, our next choice would very definitely be the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The need as we see it is for a
group concerned with the social, educational, and health of farmworkers to be
highly visible. We are concerned that the present structure within the Depart-
ment of Labor is being run through an institution that has traditionally had as
its responsibility a mandate to provide workers for agri-business. While we do not
in any way attribute to the officials of the Department of Labor any intention to
subvert the law, there seems in our mind an intellectual conflict of interest for
the same agency that is both the provider of farmworkers for agri-business to
also try and upgrade the skills and opportunities of the same workers so that
they may some day decide to leave their present occupation. It is for this reason
we feel the interest of the migrants would best be served in an independent
agency or the Department of HEW.

Mr. fin Mtn& Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to begin again by thanking you and the members of the

committee for this opportunity.
I have with me today a representation of cross section of farm-

worker programs from around the country who are going to elaborate
a little bit, each one, on some of the written statements which they have
submitted to the committee. I just want to begin briefly and in a gen-
eral nationally oriented sense to reiterate our support of the basic policy
which was established 10 years ago to operate migrant. and farmworker
programs at. the national level with funding, sensitivity, and
responsiveness.

We support this with a great deal of conviction. We think too that
the programs that we represent, what are called the III-B programs,
are able to effectively demonstrate that they have been delivering serv-
ices to farmworkers, that they have.cut down on their administrative
costs, and that the population which they serve is able to come to them
for a wide range of services.

In addition to this, farmworkers generally under-` Ind and generally
sympathize with the programs we present because se programs have
been operating in the field to avoid exploitation, to try to reduce the
amount of cases which arise in unfair practices, poor housing, malnu-
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trition, poor health conditions: in general, abominably low living
standards, as I am sure the committee is aware.

I (lid want to elaborate on one point in some detail. We do support
the idea of a national office. We do feel, however, it should be sens:tive
to these programs and it should not produce a large bureaucratic
st motive.

It should be relatively small. compact. and able to make decisions on
a graphic basis for the benefit of farmworkers, particularly those who
may be affected by disasters.

As you were remarking earlier. Mr. Chairman, regarding sonic of
the problems of including people in figures, and so forth, WP feel very
strongly that there is a need for a national census of farmworkers. We
in fact would like to suggest some possible sources which could be
used at this time for at least some tentative findings on the number
of farmworkers so that we could avoid some of the problems discussed
earlier about alloentions based on States that may or may not even
have farmworkers in them.

Our programs are operating in areas, in your State and in other
States around the country, which have farmworkers, which are
counted, which are served. which are names and not just numbers. We
are able to mark them down ourselves.

There are studies by universities that have been done, which also
provide information. The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare I believe has some information on this too. It is a question of
definition. We feel that the definition is the key to the problem. It
must be inclusive of the unemployed farmworkers, the retired, the
disabled, those who are affected by disasters and who 1..ay be on down
the line for the moment and may not be counted.

The definition must include the dependents of these workers who are
so in need of services. We find that some proposed regulations, partic-
ularly by the Department of Labor, tend to go against the national
policy which I mentioned in the beginning.

These regulations propose a system of funding distribution which
has resulted in inequities, which has produced a great deal of cr:ticism
on the local level where the numbers of farmworkers are known to
exist and vet funding is not sufficient to serve them.

We feel too that regulations which have been published recently
might result in expensive, wasteful, highly administrative costs, new
programs that have not been proven, that do not have a track record
on which to base their proposals or their request for funds.

The ptograms that are in existpnre do have this track record.
We feel then, just to sum up the national sentiment as I read it

and I think that this is true around the countrymost programs would
support fully a national office within the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare. So long as that office were well financed, stream-
lined, and staffed with responsive leadership.

We mean that the office should be able to get the task done. It should
be exclusively dedicated to the problems of migrant and seasonal
workers across the board in the Federal agencies, not just certain
problems associated with isolated areas of HEW but the broad gamut
of problems, and it should have some independence to be able to ad-
minister the whole Federal effort in the field of migrant farmworkers.
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This is in the spirit of the national policy which has been in exist-
ence now for some thne and which we feel has proven very effective.

I would like to introduce, Mr. Chairman, if I may, some of the
other members.

Mr. Francisco Castellanos. to my right, Ms. Tobin to his right and
Mr. Acosta from the State of Texas and also representing the Farm-
worker opportunity programs.

Would you like to make some remarks on your prepared statement,
Karen.

STATEMENT OF KAREN TOBIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PROGRAM
FUNDING, INC.

Ms. ToinN. Thank you.
I would like to give you the background of New York State without

being too parochial just to give you an idea of some of the types of spe-
edit. programs that agencies such as ours across the State are operating.

We were founded 0 ,years ago out of the concern that 0E0 funds be
coordinated under a single agency. In the past 0 years we have enter-
tained a, great deal of growth, both program and administrative
sophistication. We are operating with it variety of State funds includ-
ing New York Department of Education. Bureau of Migrant Educa-
tion, New York Slate Vocational Rehabilitation, HEW, alcoholism,
and the Department of Labor.

Probably one of the most important characteristics of our agency
and that of other agencies that we all represent here today is the fact
that our staffs and board of directors are representative of farmwork-
ers. Sixty-five percent of our board of directors are curently farm-
workers, the remainder being State official representatives. It is a
unique working relationship between farmworkers and a delivery sys-
tem with responsibility to provide services that we dor'c want to lose
in the State of New York.

In addition. 43 percent of our staff are former farmworkers, 53
percent are minorities and well over 50 percent are women: There is
not another agency in the Department of Labor that has this kind of
record.

Again we don't want to lose in the State of New York any agency
that operates programs for farmworkers, whether it he HEW, De-
partment of Labor, must respect and cart' out this kind of commitment
and characteristics of farmworker programs.

In addition. we feel that a miniagency must commit itself to the
following. The definition of farmworkers that you have heard is the
problem that we all agree must be a comprehensive definition and must
include dependents.

There must be commitment to broad range program activities of
farmworker needs. In New York State each year farmworkers' sys-
tems identify and express those nerds of activity that they feel they
want. not something that a Federal agency or State agency or even
a private agency says fa rmworkers Heed.

At a minimum. the activity that any national office must include
and must ask funding for should include the following: Housing, new
and rehabilitated; manpower, including problem training, jot place-
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input. general Murat ion and communication skills; economic upgrad-
ing. 'winding relocation assistance, counseling, and employability
planning; emergency food and medical services; legal assistance; child
development ; education upgrading; economic development; health
and alcoholism.

One of the concerns is that the wide range of activity be maintained,
that these programs now become labor programs, manpower programs,
under the Department of Labor.

Probably one of the most serious concerns that we currently have
is with the distribution of funds. You discussed that this morning.
I would like to Iv, a little bit more specific. In New York State as in
the State of Michigan, wo have a serious problem in the current data
that is being used.

For instance, the data that is being used currently does not include
data from whole counties within our State. It does not include infor-
mation on the number of dependentb, as you have already heard this
morning.

Mr. FORD. IA me interrupt von at that point.
some time ago we had a GAO report on migrant programs which

selected out a county in Michigan and, I think, Wayne County in
northwestern New York State.

Ms. TOBIN. Wayne County is adjacent to the county of Monroe on
the lake in New York State.

Mr. FORD. I am sure you are aware of the GAO report. Did your
group in New York do anything to follow up on that?

Ms. TOBIN. Could you give me the date of the GAO report ?
Mr. FORD. February 1973.
Ms. Tom.. I haven't seen the GAO report. We are currently operat-

ing a program in Wayne County under our immediate direction. That
is a change from what was done in past years. Originally the program
was funded. We have had no criticism. As a matter of fact, we had a
positive report of our own agency through an evaluation that was done
in that county. Whether it refers to other agencies activities I am not
aware. In Wayne County there are serious problems facing farm-
workers. The housing problems. the access to manpower services.

Mr. Foal). These counties were not picked by riA0 by reason of
being the worst but as a representative sampling across the country
just to see what. was happening.

For the most part, it was not happening the way we expected. It
would be helpful. I thinkwe will give you a copy of the GAO
reportif you would submit later for the record your comments on
whether they were very accurate and what has been done to correct
the Twoblems.

Ms. Tonix. In addition. time data besides leaving out whole counties
as well as the number of dependents. did one other interesting thing
that hurt several minority States. It includes data only for man-hours
worked. In several c4 the Northern States we have had serious flooding
conditions and a great amount of rain, and damage to crops, both rain
and bail in our State.

During the time that the data was collected. many of the farm
workers were not working. By the criteria provided in the legislation
they were receiving services that we were required to provide. Yet they
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were not counted in the numbers because down thne is not in, hided in
the data in those reports. With those three factors in addit ion to the
fact that 90 percent of the funds are Ewing earmarked for seasonal
farmworkers and 10 percent for the migrants, we know the problems
of farmworkers are significant, we submit there is a tremendous prob-
lem of discrimination against ilte State of New York.

We agree with the national association as part of it that there are
data sources that could be used. One of the things that we have sug-
gested is that four of five data sources be certified by the Department
of Labor and that within a State they select the one that best mire-
wilts the numbers and figures as they know them, and that a national
survey be done and that be later used.

The argument that there is not sufficient data is not acceptable and
it is discriminating against other States.

I think in summary, and you have the entire statement submitted,
again our concern is that the agency that ends up with the respon-
sibility to monitor farmworker programs be sensitive, be willing to be
an advocate, not wrapped up in politics to the point where they lose
sight of the needs of farmworkers, that they primarily recognize the
current experience and involvement of farmworkers through the pro-
grams funded under title III(b). 0E0 and the Department of Labor.

[The following letter and additional testimony was submitted for
the record :]

PROGRAM FUNDING INC..
Rochester, N.Y., October 4, 1974.

Re Comments on GAO Report on migrant and seasonal farmworker programs in
selected counties

Hon. WILT TAM D. Foul,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Dua Ma. FORD: Enclosed please find additional testimony for the Subcommit-
tee on Agricultural Labor bearings, with specific reteren to the GAO Report on
Wayne County. New York. Please feel free to ask for additional information
regarding New York State's L,rmworkers, should it be of assistance to you or the
committee members.

We appreciated the opportunity to address the committee, and look forward
to your interest and assistance in the future.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure.

KAREN N. TOBIN,
Executive Director.

report to which you make reference was written, and the data rollected
during 1971-72. Wayne County, N.Y. was selected, I suspect, because:

t It has a significant population of migrant and seasonal farmworkers.
(2) It has had a history of repetitive problems. Farmworkers have, over

the years. had difficulty in obtaining Social Services, adequate housing,
year-round employment, year-round day care and proper wage and hour
statements in Wayne County, leading to several litigated cases.

It is important to point out that Wayne County. in many ways, is not typical
of other parts of New York State. Some progress has been wade in Wayne
County, since 1071, but let me comment further.

The report briefly described Wayne County as that County having 32 percent
of all apple trees and 3 percent of all cherry trees in New York State. These
figures are still relatively accurate. However, it should be pointed nut that
mechanization of both apples and cherries has increased to the point where re-
training of agricultural workers displaced by agriculture has become a tremen-
dous need. The County has not been successful in expanding job opportunities to
those displaced, as few companies have been successful in hiring farmworkers.
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'this poses a serious Malign b fa rmworkers. Unfortunately, the response of the
ntioltlyinent Service clan inues to be to refer farmvorkers in primarily seasonal
jobs rather than to assist workers hi finding yeat round job options,

In 1971 the 0E0 rands unmated to Wayne I 'nutty were operated Iola
administered by the Omni!, Community Actiun Agency (CAA. As the GAO
report noted, that year the CAA placed only 20 individuals in nonfartn jobs,
and less titan half of those were migrant or seasonal farmworkers. In 1972,
173 ami 1971 tE0 funds were operated by Program Funding. In.. directly.
The CAA did nut apply to Program Funding, Inc. for operational funds after
1972. Currently Program Funding, Ine. operates manianver, social service, al-
cohol rehabilitation am l edtwational programs- for fumworkers in Wayne
County, as well as throughout New York State.

The (h report discussed Education Progrnms. In 1971-72, as today, the
New York State Depart ment of Education, Bureau of Migrant Education, funded
summer Mead prograns for farmworkers' youngsters and supplemented seined
costs for year.romel wins)l programs during' the time farmworkers were in
the State. A Record Transfer Terminal for Edurational statistical data for
farmworkers' youngsters is limited in Williamson, New York (Wayne County)
at the County 14.1)C1.1 This enables the timely transfer of school data fur
yuungsters from Wayne County to their home base Rehm's. I cannot eminent
on the iwreentage of youngsters for whom data is actually entered and retrieved.
I assume the State I.:titivation Department qualitatively evaluates its systems.

In many ways, Wayne County seems to have more actively participated in
Migrant Education programs than others. As tine numbers of children of farm-
workers decreases in selected parts of Wayne County, school systems must he
enenurnged to ensure adequate partieipation in special programs by those
children with special needs. It is too easy to suggest that because numbers are
low, it is not evonomititily feasible to run special programs. We have seen some
inurement in this direction, in addition. State Education funds for farmworkers
children must actually assist those children. Such funds must not he allowed
to simply pay school district bills that would normally he incurred, but are not

f particular benefit to youngsters meeting the definition of the Title I Act.
Funds for FAIncational programs are needed even more today in Wayne County

than in 1971. In some areas of the County, the North Rose School District for
example, an increase in numbers of farmworker children Is being experienced.
The School Principal has shown a commitment to operate quality Education
programs for farmworkers. He must have the tools to do so.

It is important that programs be expanded in the categories of out-of-school,
special programs for youngsters who have dropped out of school, for example,
work experience (Learn and Earn) programs. Program Funding, Inc. is hoping
to expand the latter into Wayne County this year. New York State Cooperative
Extension Special Manpower Project in Wayne County operates special programs
for migrant youth. More needs to he done, outside the school system, for young-
sters after school hours (until parents return from the fields), as well as during
the day for youngsters out of school.
HouRing

Although a very hrief report in the GAO report, farmworlor housing continues
to be a severe and pressing need in Wayne County. Little las changed for the
better since the '72 report, As a matter of fact, the one self-help project has
been unable to build many units due to high cost of development and ineligibility
of most fnrmworkerm for the economic requirements of the program. The Farmers
Hemp AMninistration pronosal (514 -1116 grant loan program) proposed by Pro-
gram Funding. Inc. and Wayne() Housing Opportunities, submitted in 1972. was
curtailed bemuse of the housing moratorium imposed by the President. Funds
for the program were withheld and as of this date, WHO, Inc. is forced to sell
the parcel of land purchased for the program.

It should be pointed out here that Congress has yet to seriously address this
great housing need. Legislation is needed to provide appropriate funding options
sufficient to meet the need. This should include:

(1) romprehenRir loans and grant* to non-profit corporations, housing
corporatbs and authorities, local governments, agricultural collectives,
euperatives and farmers to enable the building of sound, adequate, safe
housing facilities (single, detached, as well as multiple structure).

12 An nflegrmte funding level to meet the National need for new and
rehabilitated units.
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(3) Funding for a 'cal organization to provide nation-wide teelical
aysistance to locallti !Intoned (such as National Rural Housing
Alliance).

(4) neat subsidien to guarantee economic feasibility of an project.
nail the Federal Government realistle ally addresses this need, it is unlikely

Wayne County will signitleantly respond. Nleanwhile, much more needs to be
dune by local farmers, New York State Farmers Home Administration, New York
State Health Department and the V.S. Department of I ullor to ensure that every
program- regulatory as well as developental--is fun sized. We cannot allow
a decrease in the rate of new eonstruction, enforcenicat of codes ( State and
Federal) or rehabilitation of units, that seems to be occurring, Nationally us wellas locally, today,
llraltfi

The Wayne County Rural Comprehensive Health Program continues to grow
and to serve fa raiworkers in excellent facilities. In addition, the National Bud-
tute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism has funded Program Funding, Inc. to
operate an alcohol rehabilitation program in Wayne County beginning October 1,
1974. Together with the Finger Lakes Alcoholism Counseling and Referral Agency
( FLACRA), the Wayne Co. Mental Health Board and the Genesee Region

farmworkers will receive alcoholism counseling and referral services.
Progress is being math? in health. But, such funds continue to he critically needed
in order to continue to adequately meet acute health needs, as well as the longer
range preventive care needs of farmworkers.

An increase in funds for transportation to services, dental care, as well as
outreach is needed to Unsure adequate comprehensive health services.
Day Care

Progress in the area of day care has been made since 1971. New York State
Department of Agriculture and Markets funds day care throughout the State, by
mewling centers or by purchase of service from existing centers, thereby ensur-
ing day care to all migrant youngsters. However, es they strive to meet the need,
several additional problems continue:

(1) Centers must be able to run year-round to ensure that youngsters
whose families drop out of the stream and settle in our communities, con-
tinue to be served. Technical assistance I: needed to centers to and adequate
facilities, funding alternatives and proper incorporation.

(2.) Centers must operate past the opening of schoolthroughout the
harvest season. Some centers, located in schools, close down at the beginning
of the school year (about September 1) because space is no longer available
and is needed for classrooms. The harvest season continues into November.

13) Centers must maintain hours consistent with work schedules of
families.

(4) Continual effort must be made to upgrade the Educational curriculum
of centers, together with increasing the provision of health care to young-
sters at centers.

Federal funding sJurres, particularly HEW, could do much to greatly relieve the
needs outlined.

While the GAO report was limited in its analysis of Wayne County migrant
programs. it does such out continual activity areas of concern. I hope this re-
sponse helps to clarify and update information presented in that report.

KAREN N. TOBIN,
Executive Director, Program Funding, Inc.

STATEMENT OF FRANCISCO CASTELLANOS, MANPOWER DIRECTOR,
HIDALGO COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP., EDINBURG,
TEX.

Mr. CAsTLLANos. As you are aware, the problems of migrant and
seasonal farmworkers are not isolated to affect only certain parts of
the country. It is a problem that affects different parts of the country.
It transcends geographic and political and ethnic lines. We feel that
for this reason. it is very, very Proper that a strong national role he
taken, a strong national office beestablished, a strong Federal leader-
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percent of fig. migrants I (1, in fort, intend to migrate and that those
who did not intend to migrate, their decision was not really affected
by the gasoline shortage. Theit decision was affected by other reasons.

11'e 101111(1 out that a t remendous number of these peoplel.eYen though
they didn't have any provisions for gasoline, were coming anyway.
A. lot of them didn't 11 Ire any nrovisioes for jobs, t hey .were miffingavy.way. It took. us about 2 weeks to get this mformatum together,
and 3 or 4 days to get the information compiled.

It was a sout!.. Texas projeet, a project generated in Austin. Tex.,
bawd on information gathered. It is ealld "4.300 Migrant Families
and the Efft et of Fuel on .Migretion" and it is availahle.

These types of studies can be undertaken. They eau be effective and
they can conic up with very, very go(td informat ion. We were able
to do it on very short notice and come up with :game .rood, hard data
that was for one thing to alleviate first. at the mum tune the growers
were able to point out if the people had not migrated. the United
States would have lost $50o million in agriculture products.

Sc. the inforniat ion is there; it ran be acquired. It is there to be
acquired. I believe that org9.1tizations such as ours have the capability
to ae(fuite it aside from the capability to implement the type of pro.
grants we are implementing. now.

The point is that a lot of these programs are migrant and seasonal
farmworker oriented totally. We have migrants and sett*onal farm-
workers on our staffs, on our boards; the smiitivity is there, and we
feel that we do have at very direct linkage to migrant and seasonal
fa rmworker problems.

What w we need, really. is the national leadership to be able to ):1)v
the inft.,li ation so that %ve can create these comprehensive programs
in I' areas. As they say in south Texas, you d«n't need to drink
the water. You show us where the water is. we will drink it ourselves.
We will find a way to get the information down to the people. We
have been doing it for several rears and :t is effective. But, we do need
help; we need help at the national level.

Mr. Folio. I wonder if y011 w011id care to explain what yott mean
in your statement, "Pres. int Texas projects for migrant and seasonal
farmworkers are dangerously close to being absorbed in the Texas
State bureaucracy which elk not become interested in the problems
of migrants until money was made availabl, for this group through
('ETA, title I II. section 303."

Let ow explain my question by pointing out to you that that is
exactly what title I I I is supposed to do, to get States that heretofore
have not been inte;vsted in the business and help those that were
in the business to do a better job.

I take it front your statement that you don't fed that it necessarily
could he beneficial for the State to move in.

Mr. CASTELLANOS. I think it is beneficial for (in' State to eaticipate.
I don't think it is beneficial for the State tothis is what it amounts
to: This is reference to the same type of infovnation that Mr. Fierro
was giving you a few minutes agoa lot of the States and organiza-
tions that had not been participating or working with migrants and
seasonal farmworkers, now because of the fact that money is available,
are trying to participate, and that is good; that is excellent.
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Wv would like to go on 1.1 .ord as being very supportive of forming
a pat ional office to attend to till the details molt lotted by niy collet,gues.
I would like to add our C0111111t'lt and that is to reaffirm that it must be
a sensitive office, 11 t :0)10 1110tlitOring UM'. It 11111g, 11111V(41,11d111111114lilr

frol the national level 111111 not HM*0111114' 01 tier monitoring levels
which we understand intik,. tile Department of Labor will I r the case.

The association 111ts been in existence for 4 years. It " funded by
OEO. For a period of time it ran out of those funds. A wever, the
association renlilins.

Mr. SEM NIES. Mr. Chairman, do you have any further questions of
our panel ?

Mr. Vow. I would extend the invitation that T made it few moments
ago to all of you on the panel to examine the ( '4 10 report which is now
more limn 'I year :sad a half old. and give its your comment oil it.
Maybe vou might want to Pilaw some suggestions or 1.1(11IrSt. (iA0 to
do a tollowup study. 1 think for the most part. it is very construct ive.
1 know that we have used it effectively to strengthen our hand in the
area of migrant edneht ion.

We have to move :don!! with further witpesses. Thank you very
nitwit for your appearance.

Mr. SEM TintIlk you. Ir. Chairman.
Mr. Font). It Yzaguirre.
Without objection, the prepared text that you ha presented to the

committee will he included at this point in the 1 ecort1 ;n full. You may
comment and elaborate as you wish.

Mr. YzAounum. Fine. thank you.

STATEMENT OF RAUL IMAGUIRRE, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA

Mr. YzAnyttinz. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
my name is Raul Yzaguirre. and I am the national director of the
Natio.131 Council of La aza which is headquartered here in Wash-
ington. D.C.

I am happy to comply with your request to present testimony on
KR. 12257 and other related hills before this distinguished body. For
the record, let me state that for the past 20 years. I have been concerned
with the problems of migrant and seasonal farmworkers. I started as
a community organizer with several groups including the American
0.1. Forum and progressed to other responsibilities including 3 years
with the Migrant Division of the Office of Economic Opportunity. and,
5 years as head of a private nonprofit group that specialized in re-
search and technical assistance work with migrant and seasonal fam-
worker programs.

I N% as born and raised in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas. which is
the largest home base for migrants, and I have worked in the fields on
more than one occasion.

Mr. Chairman. before getting into the spetilics on this bill, I would
like to put a few things in perspective.

will not recite the usual litany of statistics on the abject conditions
of migrppt and seasonal farinworkers. We, at least in this room, are
all too painfully aware of these cruel figures. Suffice it to say that. we
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ment. administatively and physically they are not integrated. The
result is a lack of coordinated planning, a lack of a common definition
Of eligibility criteria, and a lack of comparable standards for success.

What is true at the national level becomes even more evident at the
local level, where it is not uncommon to find local service delivery
operators who have not even heard of other federally financed pro-
grams for migrants operating in their own geographical area.

Our understanding of the bill is that sect itm 2(a) (2) in effect gives
the proposed notional office authority to review. amend. and or other-
wise modify Federal program policies and regulations in order to
bring about a unified national farmworker policy within all Federal
agencies. This broad mandate is essential in order to bring about some
accountability for Federal polie.

In order to make this broad mandate more definitive, we would
recommend language lin section 2(a) (2) that would clearly give the
National Office for Migrant and Seasonal Farm workers the tools it
would need to comply with such a mandate. These tools would include:
(1) the authority to approve all Federal program guiddines relating
to migrant ands seasonal fartnworkers including but not limited to
eligibility criteria and eligible program sponsors, (2) the control or
sign-off authority on all research aml evaluation solicitations, and (3)
the input into training and technical assistance programs.

The special task force created under section 3(a) of the proposed
hill represents a good vehicle for citizen input into Federal policy for
farmworkers, provided. of conrse. that. it ih implemented effectively. It
might be useful to clearly state that said task force would also have
the necessary tools to accomplish its mandate. These tools would in-
clude: (1) adequate staff devoted solely to task force activities. (2)
adequate travel funds for task force members. (3) honorariums for
task force members who might be unable to contribute their time.

In addition to these points, there are some other considerations that
could be specifically incorporated into the bill. They include:

(1) The develop.oent of uniform management information systems,
MIS. as a responsaility of the proposed national office;

(2) A requirement for an annual report to Congress which can be
used as the tsis for oversight hearings regarding the national office;

(3) A reaffirmation within this bill for the need of farmworker
part ieipation in the development, implementation, and evaluation of
programs related to their needs; and

(4) A reaffirmation of the fact that the status of migrant and
seasonal farm workers is a Federal responsibility as alluded to, in
part, under section .1 of t he. proposed bill, and thus not compatible with
the general revenue sharing and special revenue sharing delivery
mecha n isms.

In closing, Nfr. Chairman, I would like to make one final point. The
problems of the farm worker are not and rannot he neatly compart-
mentalized into narrow program definitions. The problems of the
farmworker are broad and often complex. Congress recognized this
fact by giving 0E0 broad legislative authority under title III-B.

This section was transferred to the Department of Labor Where a
process of programing hest described as a single dimensional ap-
proach began to be implemented. This process was culminated in the
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implement at ion of sect ion :ion of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act in which DOL. contrary to what We believe was the

movssional intent. has mandated a miaow manpower approach
it ..t1 a revenue sharing model.

With the unclear status of title II I-B of the EOA, we are now in it
situation M'Ilere the GOVerIIIIIellt no 11011gVI. has a vehicle for taking a
einnprehensive approach to miraut And otutl fannworker
problems.

For these reasons, it becomes even more important to expeditiously
pass the proposed bill.

Thank you for requesting our analysis on this legislation. As an
appendix, I wish to ',whale for the record, a letter from one of our
board members. who as a former head of a large farmworker-omented
organization, has a great deal of experis nee in this area. 1 am referring
to Mr. Alex NIerettre, formerly the executive director of the Dome
Education and Livelihood Program, HELP, in New Mexico. lie is
currently a vice president at the L7niversity of' Nev.. Mexico.

Ile had hoped to be able to he here but conid not make it. I would
like to hit coduce these comments into the record.

Ole letter referred to follows t]
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW NIENICO,

Albuquerque, N. ilex., September 23,1074.
Mr. Its YEAGUIREN,
National I)irrctor, National Council of La Roza,
Washington, D.C.

Dean Mum: Pursuant to my discuss.on with you concerning many of the prob-
lems of migratory and seasonal farm workers and the present discussions in
Congress over the establishment of a central agency to oversee and coordinate
a variety of special programs of special import to farm workers. I am making
these comments so that they can be Introduced during the hearings on Septem-
ber 26.

During a period when the notion and the world are facing a crisis in the
capacity to grow food and fibre in the agricultural industry, it appears to me
of extreme importance that serious attention should be given to the problems of
farm workers. and with the 1nriety of seriously fragmented service's in the
federal establishment, a more coordinated effort could result in improvement
of the labor situation in agriculture, including conditions of work, housing,
health. training, education and technological development.

Currently, improvement of housing conditions for farm workers at home base
is a responsibility of Housing and Urban Development, except for farm labor
housing which Is a responsibility for the Farmers Home Administration or rural
housing for those people who live In rural areas, which is the responsibility of
Farmers Home Administration and also of Housing and Urban Development.
The result is that with the exception of a few rural housing programs, the most
creative of which are self help housing programs. farm workers' housing needs
continue to prevail under the most pathetic and Inadequate conditions.

In the area of training and education, manpower needs in the industry are
only a little better coordlnat, it, but the responsibilities are divided between
the Office of Education and the Department of Labor.

In the area of technological developments, a great deal of effort is invested
in technological improvements on the farm which produce some tremendous
benefits for farmers and the American public. but those benefits have probably
been less productive than if we had concerned teirselves also with labor as a
factor of production. What I am suggesting is that seldom have we concerned
ourselves with designing training programs of transitional importance in adapt-
ing form labor skills to the technological requirements of the industry. All of the
agencies which currently have responsibilities for providing some element of
service to farm workers have an overhearing responsibility for a great many
other constituencies and the farm workers form a very small and inbagnificant
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portion of their concern. The one exception is probably the Of lice of Economic
Opportunity. During the past several years. I have had the good fortune of work-
ing closely with these problems and have come to a partial realization of the
handicaps that farm workers and their families have to live with while et the
same time providing the benefits of agricultural production to the rest of us. It
also seems to me that agricultural management, namely the farmers, continues
to find itself in the dilemma of having valuable technology available to it, but
corresponding manpower needs are not fulfilled. I am convinced that within the
federal agencies, a strong coordinated body must be established to begin to
resolve the pressing human and manpower problems which agriculture as an
industry and this nation must resolve to mitigate the effects of the impending
fund crisis that faces all of us.

Of all the agencies that appear to have responsibilities for the solving of these
many problems of farm workers, HEW seems to be. from my viewpoint, the most
appropriate agency for the coordination, planning and sapervisiou of compre-
hensive solutions.

Sincerely,
iunc P. MERMILE,

Vice President for Regional and Community Affairs.

Mr. YZAGUIRRE. As you can see, I have tried to limit my discussion
on the bill itself rather than to get into a lot of other material. It is a
good bill. We are suggesting sonic provisions for strengthening the
bill. I will be happy to respond to any questions you might have.

Mr. Folio. Thank you very much.
I would like to observe your comments about the implementation of

section 303. This is precisely what many of us who turned against that
legislation before it was finally passed were concerned about. We re-
jected the original concept of the Manpower Revenue Sharing Act
proposett by the Administration a few years ago. Then in passing
C4F, rA, we put into their hands the necessary resources to create by
Executive fiat a revenue manpower sharing program and it does not
just affect these programs.

You are identifying the problem with respect to migrant and sea-
sonal farniworkers. It also affects all of the other manpower programs
because it throws us back into reliance on the initiative in some parts
of the country where there had been no initiative in manpower aid.
It has the potential for working very well in some of the States where
there is a tradition and where there are political forces at work that re-
quire that politicians be duly sensitive to the problem.

I am afraid that it takes us back to where we started 11 years ago
with the poverty program in some other places.

Also, in Mr. Mercure's letter he says something that no one yet today
has done. lie calls attention to the fact that there is a good reason why
the great American public should be concerned about the migrant and
seasonal farmworker. unfortunately, people who work very directly
with the program tend to veer away from the more general job of sell-
ing the public on the idea that, it is not just ;vour Christian duty to feel
bad about these poor people who are working, but out of enlightened
self-interest you ought to understand that to he able to afford the cost
of food and fiber in this country, you are going to have to maintain a
migrant work force.

In a highly urbanized society such as we have in this country, it is
impossible to conceive of meeting our need for food and fiber if some-
thing happens to dry up the supply of migrant and seasonal farm-
workers. There are not enough people living in the rural and agricul-
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tural parts of the country to do the formwork. This is a valuable
national resource that has to be protected.

I wish we could get sonic of the people who talk about protecting
our forests and other resources to understand that this, too, is a
resource.

That is a kind of cold-blooded way to look at it from the other side,
but frequently, we can get people interested when they begin to under-
stand how it affects them economically. There are sonic people who
operate on the old theory that the migrant programs, by raising the
aspirations of workers, have raised the cost of labor, and as a result,
work against them in the marketplace.

I think a very strong case can be made for exactly the opposite con-
clusion, that without this source of labor, particularly in the area of
1.00114 we would be in serium trouble, notwithstanding the tremendous
mechanization.

I want to thank you very much for .your testimony and also for the
Miebiglin study you put forth in getting us started on the legislation
in the first place.

Mr. YZAOUIRRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If I may comment on your comment --first of all I wish to say I can

associate myself very easily with all you have said. I would like to
comment on the whole question of revenue sharing.

Revenue sharing works well. It is not exactly what our President
said it was, power to the people. But, in another situation, particularly
where it involves a situation where minority groups are involved, poor
people are involved, it often means power to the powerful. It is pre-
cisely, because the migrants are a national problem that it has been
addressed nationally. They are powerless. It is not usually that you
are going to get a mayor or governor to really worry abew. a con-
stituency that is not going to vote for him. That is one of the problems
of a democracy as it applies to migrants.

The only way we can solve that problem is to look to the national
Federal Government.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Gloria Matters, direct or, New York State Migrant Center, State

University College of Arts and Science, Geneseo, N.Y.

STATEMENT OF GLORIA MATTERA, DIRECTOR, NEW YORK STATE
MIGRANT CENTER, STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCE, GENESEO, N.Y.

Ms. 'MATTER %. With your permission, I .would like to use my paper
more as a talking piece.

Mr. FORD. Without objection, the prepared text that you have given
I1 hether with the exhibits will be included at this point in the
record.

You may proceed to comment any way you wish.
[The statement and exhibits referred to follow :1
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Pasesuen ST.vrestr:NT ut (ft.oat. NIATTER, DIRECOU, NEw YORK. 14 .ti*: MIGRANT
CENWER, t'ul.LEUE ARTS AND SCIENCE, GENESEU. N.Y.

It is indeed a privilege, Mr. Chairman and Subcommittee members, to share
with you ideas about the proposed National Office for 3ligrant and Seasonal
Farm workers. My rtseetatiou concerns the welfare of the farmworkers and
reflects the view of the staff of the NI,W York State Migrant Center and of
President Bols.rt Mitaitt le of the Goose° State University College where the
Migrant Center is located.

'The concerns and suggestions I would like to share with you are derived from
nine years of close contact with migrant farmworkers and their families and
the Migrant Center's attempts to enable them to secure needed education, social,
reereational, occupational and health services. The Overview of the Migrant
Center which you will dud in the folder describes in more detail the establish-
ment of the Center and development of its programs. Briefly, however, theCenter
is iuvolved in the following activities :

1. It conducts studies designed to improve the edto anon of migrant chil-
dren. The ('enter not only publishes and disseminates the studies but alsoassists in their implementation in other migrant programs. A list of thestudies is in the folder.

2. It offers workshops and courses to train teachers in New York Stateand other states to work more effectively with migrant children,3. It serves migrants of all agesinfants to adultsthrough programs
designed especially for them;

(a) Child Development Center (infants to two-year-olds)
(b) Children's Demonstration School (3 to 14 years)
(0) Teenage In-Camp Programs (14 years plus)
(d) Learn and Earn Program (14 to 21 years)
(e) Interstate Vocational Project (adults)
(I) Weekend Program (families)
(g) Environmental Aide Program (families)
(h) Tutorial Program (5 to 18 years)

From our madam with the migrant farmworker, we find that his needs
are that :

1. his work be accorded the same dignity that is associated with any other
mobile occupation : that of the diplomat, truck driver, salesman, etc.

2. his minimum wage be comparable to that of the industrial worker.
3. he work year-round.
4. he receive unemployment insurance.
. he receive without considerable effort on his part the workmen's com-

pensation due him.
0. he live in housing suitable to the climate and befitting any other com-

munity resident.
7. he have readily accessible health and dental care.
S. his young children and infants receive child development services that

are comprehensive in terms of :
(a) meeting their health, educational, social and emotional needs;
(b) the length of day being suitable to parents' working hours;
(o) serving the children throughout the workers' stay in a geographic

area.
9. he have readily available family planning, alcoholic counseling and legal

services.
10. his elementary school-aged children receive continuous education and

special tutoring to help bridge the educational gaps caused by migraney.
11. his older children receive career and vocational exploration oppor-

tunities and earning opportunities.
12. his family receive consumer and homemaking education.
13. local coummunities welcome him for his worth as a human being and

as an economic asset to the community.
14, he assist in planning. implementing and evaluating his own educa-

tion and training as well as that of his family.
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religious group, researeh, rural aeon, social welfare, sociology, state govern-
ment, State University, technical college and vocational education. In all, 40
persons are litehtheIN of this body.

"A Force for Change: The Education of Teachers of Migrant Children", an
entry in the 19(M) Annual American Association for College for Teacher Educa-
tion, submitted by the ('enter through the Division of Education In Geneseo, was
cited foe special recognition of its exellenee in training teachers of migrant
children. The Certificate of Spial Recognition was the only award ever won
by a SUNY college in the histor, of the Distinguished Aaleveulent Awards Pro-
grunt of the Am."rE at that time.

Direct involvement with migrants awl their problems has led to additional
sources of funding and an expansion of services that necessitated a name change
front the New York State Center fur Migrant Studies to the New York State
Migrant Center.
R. Current Poketx

The Center is involved in the following full-year projects:
1. iformalion/Dbmafeation Vent.--The Center's extensive library of aril-

vies, speet ices, pamphlets and other papers On migrant education, labor, housing,
health, legislation and related topics is wade available to researchers and prac-
titioners in the field.

2. Inurrrier Education.The Center conducts workshops for teachers and
tutors of migrant children in school districts iu New York State. College or
inservive credit is provided for participants.

3. Inutruetional Materialm Center.Teneher-made and commercial materials
adapted for use with migrant children are available on loan to teachers of mi-
grant children.

4. Learn and Earn Pilot Projret.In- sehoot and out-of-school migrant youth in
area labor camps receive career orientation, training and paid work experience
during their stay In New York. Coordination with the home base will enable the
youth to minium their training.

. SeirnietterA quarterly newsletter Is published featuring articles of na
tinnal, state and local interest.

It. Nt .itThe Center conducts studies designed to improve the education of
migrant children. The current emphasis is to fund Mini-Grunts which hold
promise of developing instructional materials and methods.

7. Tutorial ProgramThe Tutorial Program serves individual migrant chil-
dren in area county schools. Trained tutors work with each child one hour per
day throUghout the child's attendance In the eolith:unity school.

S. newt/ anal EducationThree pilot interstate projects with Texas, Puerto
Rico and Floridaare being conducted to provide continuity of vocational train-
ing to the migrant worker participants. Training is provided in the migrant
camps or local litHIES.

Emil summer the Center conducts a variety of programa such as the follow-
ing which oernted during the summer of 1974 :

1. ehildrereos hemonstratio School- --This comprehensive program is designed
to meet the hysieni. emotional. social and acadeie heeds of migrant children,
infants to f:rurteen years of age. The Day Care component is funded by the De-
partmnt of Agriculture and Markets.

Migrant Abb. Training Program. I and 11Migrants receive two weeks of
intensive training prior to their employment as Aides in the Children's Demon-
stration :hm!.

a. Trenagr la-ramp Program 'Teams of teachers and tutors work three
evenings weekly in migrant camps assisting the teenage youth who have to
work in the day in edneational and related services areas.

4. Tutorial ProgramTrained tutors work with individual children in the
Children's Demonstration School.

. Weekend Program' Serving as and alternative to camp activities is the
Weekend Program wherein the workers are brought to the Geneseo College
Campus for a variety of recreational, cultural and social activities.

Th Teenage Ineamp and Weekend Programs are also conducted in the fall until the
migrants leave New York State.
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a. t;ariconoo Hirst Aide Program --The New York State Department provide-8
the funds for this project wherein the migrant workers are taught basic building
repair and environmental upkeep.
U. Funding soarces and Program SerVICCS

In-kind contributions (space. services from the College account for approxi-
mately of the funding. The rest of the resorurces are from the following:

SOURCE

liurneti of Migrant Milieu-
tion

N.Y.S.E.D.Bureau of Occupational
Education

N.Y.S.Department of Health
D. Othfr RE ',rant Infortnotiwt

PROeRAU (8)
Center Administration
Summer Programs for Children, teach-

ers, aides
Tutorial Program
Learn/Earn Program
Studies
Occupational education for adult mi-

grants
Environmental Aide Program

The New York State Migrant Center is a nationally recognized agency, It is
an integral part of a nine-eeuter network serving enigma programs throughout
the unwary.

It was the first Center in the tuition to conduct workshops for other states for
their teachers of migrant children

I. Workshops for Alabama-11M 1970.
2. Workshop for Delaware-1972.
3. Workshop for Maryland-1972.
4. Workshop fur Nebraska-1972.
n. Workshop for South Carolina-1072.
ti, Workshops for VirginiaMK 11)71.
7. Workshop for Massachusetts-1972.

The ireetor of the Migrant Center is a member of the Advisory Boards of the
National e(mnittee on the Education of Migrant Children. ERIC/CRESS (Clear
ing himse for Rural Eduention and Small Schools), Interdepartmental Committee
on Migrant Labor. the Minimum Wage Connell of N.Y.S. Department of Labor,
NYS11311: i New York State Bureau of Migrant Education I. and the N.Y.S.
Rural Develepment Cunucil, and was appointed to the New York State Task
Verve on Migrant Problems.

LONG RANGE PLAN-1972-1975

GOAL

To enable an unemployed. unskilled migrant and seasonal farm worker, living
marginally at the periphery of society, in ninny eases illiterate to move from his
present eonditiou to functional citizenship. with economic independence due to
gainful employment of developed workable skills.

NEEDS
1. Them is a national need to coordinate and com-

municate resources aimed at assisting the
migrant. The adult migrant functions in so-
ciety as a resident the Nation : rather than
Judie blend states.

2. In NIW York State, there is a need to coordinate
and communicate resources aimed at assisting
the migrant. Within the state, there are many
agonies and groups concerned with the status
of the migrant such as the Boards of Coopera-
t I% e Edueational Services (B.O.C.E.S.), Agri-
cultural and Teeludeal Colleges. the Labor
Departmeut, and Program Funding, Inc.

0 05 es

OBJECTIVES
1. To identify ways of facil-

itating national coop-
eration aimed at assist-
ing the migrant.

2. To develop strategies for
effectively utilizing re-
sources in New York
State.
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NEEDS
3. There is a need to effectively employ supportive

services (housing, Health, community accli-
mation, . . .) in conjunetion with educational
services at the local level. The characteristics
of the adult migrant involve critical needs
related to these supportive serviees.

4. Learning experiences for the adult migrant
should be planned with respect to the prob-
lems of living. Subject matter areas should
be structured as they apply to everyday living
situations. Educational materials and meth-
ods should be identified which are suited to
the adult migrant.

5. Effective ways of providing learning experi-
ences for the adult migrant in labor camps
should be explored. The life style of the
migrant requires an innovative approach.

6. There is a need to provide for continuity of
learning. The mobility of the migrant creates
it situation whereby means for interstate and
in( restate swift' don is crucial.

7. There is a need to provide areservice education
for personnel working with the adult migrant.

S. Occupational Education aimed at viable employ-
ment opportunities should be implemented.
The migrant must possess salable skills in
order to leave the stream.

ACTIVITIES

ti,v
44,1' she '01 :

OBJECTIrES
3. To encourage continuity

of supportive services
in conjunction with a
comprehensive educa-
tional program at the
local level.

4. To develop instructional
programs in coopera-
tion with home based
states base''. on the
uniqueness of the adult
migrant.

5. To plan, implement and
evaluate ways of pro-
viding in-canal learning
experiences for the
adult migrant.

0. To identify ways of pr-
viding for continuity of
learning for the adult
migrant.

7. To provide in-service and
pre-service education
for personnel involved
with migrant programs.

8. To structure occupational
education for migrant
related to local employ-
ment opportunity.

(2. S 1. A planning committee comprised of representatives of concerned agen-
cies and groups will function as an advisory body on migrants. This committee
will meet periodically to review problems, assist in the resolution of problems,
and discuss pertinent issues. It will also function as a means for communica-
tion and coordination of statewide efforts. In addition, the group will assist
in the on-going evaluation of the project.

(1, 2. 8) 2. The New York State Migrant Center will gather and disseminate
information concerning national and state programs and resources dealing with
adult migrant education.

(4, 5, 6) 3. An interstate occupational program with New York State, Florida,
and Texas is now formulated. This pilot program will provide exploratory oc-
cupational experiences for the in-stream migrant : providing training for him
to leave the stream if he so desires in an occupation of his own choice in his
own home state.

( 1, 2, 0) 4. An information retrieval system will be developed to assist the
professional person working with the migrant. The system will provide instan-
taneous retrieval of both national and state resources aimed at assisting the
adult migrant.

(1.6) 5. A national conference will again be held at Geneseo for the purpose of
promoting interstate cooperation and facilitating the continuity of the learning
aspects of adult migrant education.

(4, 5.8) 6. An in-camp mobile unit will provide an occupational program de-
signed to certify migrants as child center aides daring the 1973 season. The
project will he implemented at Geneseo. and will he developed cooperatively.
between the Occupational Education and Child Care peesonnel at the Center.

(1.7) 7. The New York State Migrant Center will provide organizational sup-
port necessary to conduct the various activities.

U 0 5J
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( 1. 2, IL $. The Adult Record Transfer Form that has 1 developed during
the previous year must he tield tested for possible moth(' is. Information
concerning this development will he disseminated on an . %tate level us a
11111jIir Step towards continuity Of 11(11111 migrant, vocation'', etitieutb on.

(1.2, 4. 6) 9, The New York state Modular Curriculum Units in Agriculture
will he utilized as part of the instructional program.

(1.5. 6 10. The interstate occupational program will be expanded to include
Puerto Itico,

13.6) 11. Liaison will be kept with representatives from the rgunty wide pilot
programs to encourage continuation and expansion of these coo .,erative services
at the local level.

(1. 4. 12. An information bank will be developed while the migrants are in
the New York camps to determine occupational needs and desires of the indivi-
dual and gather other data that will be useful in facilitating interstate coopera-
tion in regards to curriculum planning.

(1.2,6) 13. An instructional manual will be developed to explain and complete
the Adult Record Transfer Form.

(1.2.7) 1. Pre-service and in-service workshops will be planned and imple-
mented for personnel involved with the adult migrant program. These will in-
clude statewide workshops for BOCES professional personnel. Workshops will
also be developed for interstate cooperation.
[The numbers in parentheses indicate the Objectives at which each activity is
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Ms. ILI-1'mA. Thank you very much.
It is indeed a privilege, Mr. Chairman, and subcommittee members,

to share with you ideas about the proposed National Office for Migrant
and Seasonal Farmworkers. My presentation concerns the welfare of
the farmworkers and reflects the views of the staff of the New York
State Migrant Center and ,f President Robert MacVittie of the
Geneseo State University Coli'p where the migrant center is located.

I am not being just polite; it is important to know that Dr. MacVit-
tie is a rather unique college president. Our college is located in a rural
area. Ire felt that the role of the college is to serve rural people and, of
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course, the migrant population is one of the most destitute of those
rural people.

Ile assisted me in the preparation of this presentation.
The concerns and suggestions I would like to share with you are de-

rived from nine years of close contact with migrant farmworkers and
their families and the migrant center's attempts to enable them to se-
cure needed educational, social: recreational, occupational and health
services. The overview of the migrant center which you will find in the
folder describes in more detail the establishment of the center and
development of its programs. That is the yellow sheet in your folder
that I would like to submit for the record.

Briefly, however, rather than read the overview, the center is in-
volved in the following activities:

One, it conducts studies designed to improve the education of nu-
grant children. Now, many people conduct studies but we believe it
is imperative, because of the tremendous need of the migrant children
and their families, that we not only publish and disseminate the studies
but where we find the results of the studies are significantly important,
we assist other programs in other States to implement the studies.

You have in your packet a copy of a study conducted, designed to
enhance the self-help concept of migrant children by working with
their parents. We found that by helping the parents better understand
what the child does in school and how to support their f.thild's academic
activity, lee child's academic activity went up as a result.

That study has been disseminated and widely implemented across
the Nation.

Two, it offers workshops and courses to train teachers in New York
State and other States to work more effectively with migrant children.
The study has been conducted in workshops since 146 when New
York State recognized it was not the problem of children of farm-
workers, it was really the teachers who could not and would not reach
them. The training of teachers is critical and even legislationwise, I
think we all know that the education of migrant children received the
greatest bulk of Federal funds because I think that Congress realized
that education is going to enable the child and the family to lead a
better life.

Three, the center serves migrants of all ages, infants to !Waits,
through programs designed especially for them. For example, we have
a child development center throughout t1.0 migrant season. I don't
believe you can run a child development center for, say, 6 weeks. Itshould be available as soon as migrants conic into your State, forexample. be it Michigan or any other State, and it should close when
the children leave, or it should continue to serve any families that
stay on.

I have here "infants" because legally, in New York State we areallowed to take in children of 8 weeks but when I had a mother sayto me the day the child was born, '11111 you please take this child
because I want to work in the field," I could only convince her tokeep the baby 2 more days and I took the child when it was 3 days oldinto the program.

Mr. Form. Are you saying that in New York you drop a migrantchild statistically if they drop out of the migrant stream?
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Ms. Mimi' sm. No. Statistically, educationwise, we may serve the
child until lie is t years out a the stream. However. that is not i rue
for the legislation affecting day care. I was going to get into that .n
a little more detail.

You have to really argue with the day are people to keep that child
from settling out in the migrant program. One of the recomnda-
tions 1 tun making is that you have a comprehensive definition so you
can't say to one family. "Sorry, you can't stay in the program because
you settled out in 3 years."

What 1 am referrii, to there in the child development center is that
we feel that e hen a family is eager for a child to be in tIle program
that child should be taken, despite whatever the regulations are, be-
etilISP you are there to serve the &Indy.

We have what i called a children's demonsifittion school for ages 3
to 14 years, but actually the migrant fa rmworkeis that we serve know
that if is a bad day, if the crops are bad for picking that d.ty, they
get on the bus with the children and speial the entire they at our pro-
gram. It is a 12-hour program during the day fr. -3 meals are
provided.

Very few programs throughout the country do this. I feel if yea
are going to serve the workers, the program should expand the work-
day of the adults.

So, this summer in New York State, for example, we had some
crews that came up very early because die picking was pretty bad on
the eastern seaboard. I would say that at least half of the sum::..:
every day we hail adult workers collie to the program because there
was no work in the field. This, of course, provided alternative activity,
in-camp kind,. f. things that go on.

Item C is a teenage in-camp program. We had to initiate that pro-
gram because we found that the 14-year-olds were not coming to our
day program, they had to work in the field. Ordinarily, a lot of agen-
cies will say, "Well, tough luck, children, you have to work during
the day. We cannot possibly accommodate you unless you come to
school in the daytime."

Instead, we said, "We will come to the camps in the evening." Night.
for example, if you were to come to our area and accompany me to a
camp, you would find in at least 13 suigrant camps, teams of teachers,
male and female teams accompanied by some tutors working right in
the migrant camp with the teenagersnot only with them because you
can't turn away a 50-year-old man who wants to learn to read and

iwriteworking in the camp.
Obviously, to do this, I work very closely or seek the cooperation

and assistance of the growers and crew leaders so that I have open
access to the camp, and the program has been there for so long they
have been very constructive and very helpful, but I believe that is the
only way I am going tt be able to serve the wokeis which is my pri-
mary responsibility.

We have a pilot learn and earn program. Unfortunately, with the
$70-some-odd million from HEW that goes into the migrant pro-
grams, the Exotech study showed that 90 percent,. approximately,
drop out of school. If that is true we are spending millions of dollars
on 10 percent of the population if they make it through school. Also
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in that study they showed that the State of Florida had a very low
dropout rate of the ehildren of the learn and earn age pmgrain.

So, the conclusion that was derived from the national study was
that a learn-and-earn program, wherein a youth learns other occupa-
tions and gets paid for it, is proving that the dropout rate can be
lowered.

So, at Geneseo, %V have a pilot learn-and-earn program. It is my
belief that education has a very strong network that is available and
willing to be tapped. There are bosses or boards of popular education
services that have paid vocational people whose job it is to find job
opportunities in the covanunity. So. I believe through the strong edu-
cational network in cooperation with the receiving States, for example.
Florida will pick up the youth from the learn -and-earn program and
continue the training or the occupational exploration depending on
where the youth are.

The interstate vocational program is a very small pilot project
funded through the Occupational Education Division of the Labor
Department, bat I believe continuation of education programs for the
farmworkers is the only way to get jobs cut of the stream.

The reason we initiated that was that wt found migrants were com-
ing up year after ..ear. taking the same mechanics operators courses
but never graduatiiis because they came back to their home base and
nothing happens. 11 e have one project in Texas and Puerto *dic 1; we
say. "We have them here. We have found they are interested ;n this
kind of training; we are providing it. Will you follow througi, on
their home base?"

I don't know if 1 can say it is going to be successful (In tot but we
are receiving cooperation on that score.

I mentioned to you that we work closely with the growers and seek
their input. Obviously, a very severe problem is alcohol in the camp.
One way, with education funds, I have tried to overcome that is
through alternative activity. The earning program is a tremendous
alternative activity. But, the drinking on the weekend is a severe
problem. I am sure I would be an alcoholic too if I had to live under
some of the conditions I have seen.

So, we have a weekend program wherein the farmworkers come on
to the campus, in other words, it is a community inviting in the work-
ers. and not too many communities have that answer, but if you were
a farm worker and were on our program, on Sunday you come in, there
are three meals throughout the day, but you can learn to play tennis,
swim. play ping pong, take field trips; in other words, you would have
a beautiful day away from the camp so that you uouiI have a differ-
ent perspective. We find that that is a highly successful program.

This Sunday, for example, we will have up to 1N migrants on
campus participating.

The environmental aid program is something from the health
department which felt that this punitive way of enforcing the sanita-
tion in the camp is almost impossible to implement because they are so
short of manpower. So, they have this little pilot project wherein we
have an environmental aid in the camp that assists the workers with
environmental upkeep and simple repair of facilities, learning carpen-
try iand these types of activities, plus assistance in nutrition.
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Last. because t he migrant child suffers the most in terms of lack
of continuity for his reading and arithmetic. we have a tutorial pro-
gram. Right now, there are about 150 migrant children that the center
serves in 10 school districts; Wayland. Hamilton, Bluefield. Warsaw.
Each migrant child receives one hour of tutoring a day just on his
part !villa'. needs.

We think that that will be instrumental in helping upgrade his
academic achievement.

By the way, when they go back to the home base such as Florida or
wherever they go. there is a followup provided.

I am very supportive of your legislation for a national office. From
our experiences, with the most migrant farmworker. we find that his
needs areand I would like to go over these needsI know they have
been implied today but no one has really zeroed in on them in terms of
your feeling what the migrant needs are.

One. his work should be accorded the same dignity that is associated
with any other mobile occupation, that of the diplomat, truck driver,
salesman, et cetera. A lot of people laugh at me when I say "diplomat":

v brother was a diplomat. His family had to suffer from his traveling
all over the world. Why should the farmworker have this problem
when he is doing the most important work that there is in the world

That is my conception of it anyway.
Two, his minimum wage should be comparable to that of the indus-

trial worker. Recent legislation will make that eventually possible but
it has been a long fight getting that kind of equalization.

Three, he works year-round. It is very disturbing when a migrant
tries to apply for medicaid or some other type of service. They ask,
46That is your anticipated salary ?" or "What did you earn the last
8 weeks?"

Obviously, if he is there picking crops it may be better, but wh you
look at his year-round salary, it is minimal. He needs the opportunity
to work year-round. Maybe the best way to do that is as Robert Kolberg
suggested. for the migrant to settle cut of the stream. He needs year-
round work so that he can be the kind of citizen that lie wants to be,
r fully employed, able to take care of his family.

Pour, that he receive unemployment insurance. How many tunes has
he gone out in the field and there is no work for some reason or another
and he doesn't get paid ? He gets in debt to the crew leader.

Five. he receive without considerable effort on his part the work-
men's compensation due him. If a farm migrant worker gets hurt on
the job by the thne be gets through the redtape to get compensation,
he is back on his home base.

Six, that he live in housing suitable to the climate and befitting any
other community resident. Now, very frankly, picking !s it healthy
and invigorating kind of activity. If you like it you should be able to
do it. Right now I do not have a feeling that I would want to, if I
did like the work, become part of the migrant stream.

In the camps in the evening or any time of day it is not t'ie kind of
place that I would select to be living. There are some camps that are
delightful places but unfortunately, nationwide these are not the kind
of places that you and I perhaps would want to live in. In other words,
it should be just as any other community.
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Seven. he have readily accessible health and dental care. We found
that 90 percent of our children had never been to a dentist, That is a
phenomenal figure.

In light of that fact, ve use education money to get a full-time
dentist so that those children get complete dental care while they are
in the program. This is the kind of commitment that is needed through-
out the Nation so that their drastic health problemsthis summer
alone I could give you a litany. We had children with tuberculosis,
children with all kinds of respiratory problems, and adults. too, for
whom we tried to provide services. Diarrhea is prevalent. I don't know
if insecticides have anything to do with these kinds of things and
nobody really knows for sure.

The studies are finding a little bit but not enough to put a handle
on what to do about it.

Mr. Folio. Yesterday, the Congress was talking about the upcoming
summit conferences the President will be presiding over on Friday
and Saturday. Some of us have participated in the mini-summit
conferenees. they had one on agriculture. The consensus of the big
agribusiness representatives there was that we would have to relax
the Federal regulations on insecticides or pesticides or we were going
to threaten their productivity and therefore increase the pressure on
the economy.

With our fear for the economy, if we don't watch very closely we
will lose the little bit of protection that we have now.

I happened to sit with the industrialists, those million-dollar-a-
year fellows in Detroit, a week or so ago. Their view was that if we
would only repeal OSHA, the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Art
and not make them put catalytic converters on automobiles, that the
economy would come back.

Ms. MArnam. There might not be any people here.
Mr. Foam. With the energy crunch, with the public reaction against

runaway inflation, there are a lot of people who are going to be
tramping around these halls trying to undo what has been done. This
is something I hope we won't lose. We might be preparing to tell
politicians who are heading in that direction what it will cost New
York State if we back off.

Ms. MATTERA. It is a 11011V111101114 possibility and perhaps. too, the
national office could provide the kind of national voice that would
forestall any such action. It is a serious problem affecting the whole
country. Really the route of it. I think, is the fact that the rural area
of the Nation needs attention.

The rural people have moved to tl e cities. creating the problems
there and if only the rural area were looked at, maybe there should
be a national rural office starting off with migrant and expanding it
to consideration of the entire rural situation, which would help
change some of the attitude.

Eight. his young children and infants receive child development
services that are comprehensivethis is criticalthat are comprehen-
sive in terms of aid in meeting their health. educational, social, and
emotional needs. T am not talking about a baby-sitting kind of service.
A migrant child's home environment is grossly deprived of educa-
tional materials because of the nature of the occupation.
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So much can be done to educate parents on what to do with children
at home. to provide the kinds of experiences in child development
centers where children would be served.

The length of the day should be suitable to the parent's working
hours. So many programs that supposedly are concerned about the
farm worker send the children home at 3 o'clock or 4 o'clock because
that is when the bus goes. That is ridiculous.

The parents worry. Many of them will not send their children to
day care programs or school programs because the3 worry that when
the children get back to the camp, there is no one there to supervise
them. If you are truly concerned about migrant farm workers, your
program .4houle spun the entire work-day and not to meet your partic-
ular bus or administrative need.

C. That the children are served throughout the workers' stay in a
geographic area. I mean to stress this day care thing because presently
with the national legislation there is a tremendous gap of services to
migrant farm worker children and also an overlap. For example, I
went out to a camp the other night to recruit a family. I heard a
family had come in, a Chicano family. She had five children under 5.
I was taking the names. She said, "Do you want the children under
3 ?" I said. "Of come; we take all the children."

She said. "In Florida there are no services for children under 8
unless I pay." So, obviously her children never had been in the day
care center. With the millions of dollars across the Nation for all kinds
of services why should the migrant child who is under 8 years old be
in a field exposed to the elements? He has his mother's love, but she
is pretty busy picking.

I think New York State is unique in the Nation. I think Washing-
ton may be a second State, but New York State has every migrant
child in a day care center because the Department of Agriculture in
the State of :New York provides money through the Social Security
Act.

What I am saying is that there is a tremendous need for services to
that young migrant child who needs it for his intellectual health and
other development. Hopefully this national office will notice.the gap
there of services to that very young child.

Nine, lie have readily available family planning, alcoholic counsel-
ling and legal services. The farm worker needs family planning. So
many times I have talked with the mothers and commented on the
beauty of their children. They will say to me, "I really didn't want
thein. Is there some way you can help me so that I don't have any more
children ?"

You may say this is a ridiculous statement in 1974, but there are
people who don't know what to do and don't know where to go for
services.

Alcoholic counseling, of course, there is a tremendous need because
migrants get little of it.

LEGAL SERVICES

I was in an interdepartmental meeting on Tuesday. The Human
Rights Division announced that there was only one case for migrant
fa rmworkers in regard to human rights. One person said, "That is won-
derful. the migrants must have no problems."
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Ti e reality of the situation is that what. migrant knows enough
about his legal rights to make the effective kind of protest about whoais happening to him

Ten, his elementary schopl-aged children receive continuous educa-tion and special tutoring to help bridge the educational gaps causedby migrancy. Despite the fact there is a complete network of 48 States,
we still need to have better interstate cooperation and much of the
problem is due to the laws that each State has in regard to education
of migrant children and the education of children in general. Maybe
again the national office could help surmount that problem.

Eleven, that his older children receive career and vocational ex-
ploration opportunities and earning opportunities. The older child
is in the field as a matter of survival. He is not working to make money
to buy a car. He is earning money to feed the rest of the family. Cer-
tainly that is child labor. It is not child work.

Twelve, his family receive consumer and homemaking education.
Many cooperative extension people are doing a fine :job in getting
into the camp, at least in our State, and helping families with it as
well as the education program.

Thirteen, probably we are sitting here today because No. 13 is the
most negligent one. tocal communities welcome him for his worth as
a human being and as an economic asset to the community. The migrant
is not often welcomed in the community. He is not considered an asset.

Fifteen, recreational and social opportunities are available to him
both in his place of residence (migrant camp) and community.

And, sixteen, that he understands all rules and regulations that
apply to migrant work.

Last week one of my staff on the weekend program was in the camp
when the migrants were being paid. They lined up and the crew leader
paid them. They came out of the room with cash in hand and no state-
ment. They are supposed to by law have a statement of their earnings.
No statement.

Then the next step he took was to the crew leader's wife, who pro-
eeeded to get all the money Ghat the worker owed. I think the best.
picker that week had take-home in his hands of $30. That was for a
full week of work. I could go into a litany of that kind of situation.

Certainly he needs to know the rules and regulations that apply to
him and what he can do to get redress. Presently there is a prolifera-
tion of programs funded through HEW and other Federal depart-
ments designed to help meet some of these needs. Unfortunately, as
those of us who try to help the families soon realize, the services are
administered through many different organizations creating confusion
and lack of coordination. Putting it all together, to adequately serve
even one family is an unbelievably difficult task for the most skilled
of professionafs, and almost impoasible for the worker himself.

The establishment of a national office for migrant and seasonnl
farmworkers would lead to consolidation of some of the problems with
thew advantages. We believe that a national office would improve
interagency coordination. It would eliminate duplication of services.

For example, in some States the Office of Child Development funds
compete with the ITSOE funds for 3- and 4-year-old children be-
cause that is where the OE moneys are primarily being used. If those
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motleys were shifted down to children under 3 and let education handle
children over 3. there would he no problem.

3. Greater administrative efficiency at less administrative cost. You
have, I don't know how many. offices here in Washington that handle
all migrant programs. Certainly consolidation under one should cut a
lot of administrative cost and should produce some efficiency.

4. Elimination of confusion caused by different offices offering
different services. Wayne County was mentioned earlier. There are
.20 to 30 small agencies in WITH, County, yet the migrants were starv-
ing there this season because it was not put together to enable them to
eat or IVIVi ye needed services.

5. Cooperation among the staffs of the various organizations who
would feel that they are working together rather than competing with
each other. There is a strong competitive spirit because everyone's
turf is being violated when someone else gets in on it. Perhaps with a
national office with national direction we would feel we are working
together.

6. Identification of unmet needs such as day care and the need for
work with the older youth followed by appropriate provision of serv-
lees. Just by coincidence Carl Rowan had an excellent article in the
paper ibis morning. Ile was quoting from a LEAA report that in-
dicated that crime was committed throughout thy' Nation by an ex-
traordinary number of the wretchedly poor. Migrants are among the
wretchedly poor.

In conjunction with that I would like to read just a paragraph from
a paper that I coauthored that perhaps has sonic import for this dis-
cussion even though I was quoting from the Edwin Markham wawa :

Even thimgh no whirlwind rebellions lie ahead, our Indifference, whether
born :. of callon-iness or ignorance, to the indigence of thousands of migrant fam-
ilies, is a festering sore in our society which endangers our own well-being as
well as theirs. When Pharaoh hardened his heart, the consequences were fatal
to his people. We are unlikely to find injustice and insensitivity more possible.
We must realize that the plight of the migrant, workers and his family is a
menace to us all as it is to them.

I think this LEAA report amply justifies that statement.
7. Continuity of services from the migrant. Hopefully the National

Office will do that. Now the success of this natimsal office, however, is
contingent on the following:

1. You need to have it unifoin definition of "migrant" that would
include, and I suggest this only, that vou would include the true mi-
grant. the one who is currently traveling to pick crops, the migrant
who has settled out of the stream at least up to 5 years. and the sea-
sonal worker. There are too many definitions currently under the vari-
ous pieces of legislation which have led to many problems.

2. That you have adequate funding to assure program coverage of
those under the broadened definition.

3. That the office have a strong leadership and effective administra-
tive structure that would assure the national dirt-ction and coordina-
tion so crit ically needed.

4. That the administration of all programs. and this would include
section 303 of CET A. the IIEP program, CAMP program, the III7D
programs as well as those in II EA'.
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5. Adequate funds for administration of that office. For example,
I-SE() has a small migrant program grant, but there are not enough
funds to really do any effective administering from that office.

6. That the appointed task force that you are suggesting have ade-
quate representation from the migrant population.

This last statement, I think, is the most critical. The migrant's
"home" is the Nwion. It is appropriate that a national office support
him in his quest for equality, recognition and respect.

If there are any questions, I will be happy to answer them.
Mr. Foam Thank you very much. We have a time problem. We have

a witness who didn't think lie was going to be able to get here and did
manage to get here late. I have a meeting with Senator Mondale. So
we will move on. We will put this additional material that you have
given us in the record here.

We appreciate the fact that you keep writing to us and keep us up
to date. I don't want to get into New ork politics, but I might make
the observation while both of you are here that one of the candidates
running for Governor up there was one of the authors of the 0E0
Act and worked for many years in this committee and probably co-
sponsored and certainly worked on the floor for every one of the mi-
grant programs that are now on the Federal books.

So I would expect if that election turns out the way sonic of us think
it might up there, you will have a very sympathetic statehouse.

Ms. MATTEnA. Thank you.
Mr. Raw. Mr. Sunderman

STATEMENT OP CARLOS SUNDERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED MIGRANTS POE OPPORTUNITY, INC., MOUNT PLEASANT,
MICH.

lIr. SumninmAx. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am here on behalf of the Midwest Association of Farm Worker

Programs. These farm worker programs are cm rently the Office of
Economic Act title B) grantees presently in the Midwest in
region . I come here in support of a bill which would create a Na-
tional Office of Farm Worker Programs because it is becoming in-
creasingly apparent under the present program under CETA title III,
section 30, that all of the community based organizations are going
to f,ice sonic stiff competition from local politicians and units of gov-
ernment where heretofore have not shown any great amount of sensi-
tivity to the problems of farmworkers in the Midwest.

Far instance, out of grantees for Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, Wiscon-
sin. and Minnesota six grantees heretofore, now we have 40 applicants
in region :i for section 303 funds under CETA. It becomes increas-
ingly apparent that the tremendous impact that we have made as a
community based organization and representing the fartnworken is
being threatened by the type of piecemeal approach which is being
taken by the Department of Labor.

I wanted to briefly speak to certain problems with respect to the
kind of interagency, coordination and cooperation which does not exist
at this point. Michigan is not typical of the Midwest programs with
respect to the amount of interagency cooperation that exists.
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We will use as an exiimple one of the best programs in the country
used as an example in Michigan as one of the models for interagency
cooperation and coordination. Yet if this is the case, heaven help those
States that don't have this type of thing going.

But Michigan is typical in the sense that we experience every sum-
mer an influx of farmworkers from the home based States of Florida
anti Texas nit some of the other Southern States. farmworkers who
come to our States to harvest our crops and they have a variety of
problems.

Hut to take Michigan as an example of the kind of assistance that
we might get front the political end of the spectrum of the State and
local areas of government, we seem to be pitted against each other.
Growers and farmers are pitted against each other and don't even
realize that the big problem is the fact that agribusiness has a hand in
keeping farmworkers where they are.

To give an example of what I am saying. very simply farmworkers
are told that they can't have, better housing because the small grower
just finds it increasingly difficult to make a profit because of high labor
costs, et cetera. This is the kind of thing that the State of Michigan
would have us believe.

The, agriculture commission, for instance, reflects this kind of policy.
Mr. Foul). I am looking over my shoulder at the staff. I hope there

will be printed pretty soon the report we prepared on agricultural
labor, particularly labor-management and government regulations,
in several European countries last year. We were able to demonstrate
in those countries where agribusiness does not exist that the family
farm has 100-percent union membership, 100-percent minimum wage
coverage, most of them have 100-percent availability to pensions.

They do that totally on the family farm. We expec, we are going to
catch it little flak when that report comes out. You and I might have.
sonic fun in Michigan trying to convince our legislators up there that
the family farm can live with farmworkers having a decent life.

We were told a few years ago that when we chopped off the bracer()
program that the entire agricultural base in Michigan was going to
fall into the lake because nobody else could pick pickles like the bracer°.
But it is improving considerably out there.

When I was in the State senate. we had an ambitious little bill to
ask for the same safety standards in transporting migrant workers
within the State that were required by our agreement with Mexico for
the braceros. Strangely. in that very fine modern progressive State of
Michigan. we were slaughtered by the legislature when we tried to say
that an .American citizen should have the same protection in riding on
an open truck as a citizen of Mexico who was here under the bracero
program.

It is perfectly all right to take care of our obligations to the Gov-
ernment of Mexieo, but not our own American citizen. That was only 12
years ago. We have come a long way since then. I think. It is true, as
you say. that many people who are in the business from a governmental
point of view point at the structure of Michigan and say that we are
one of the better ones.



I suspect we are, but you are also right in saying if we are better.
God help the others. After going around the country with this com-
mittee. we are, in fact. one of the better ones. I am sure. but most of it
is by accident, one of the reasons being that our migrant population
is dropping. so rapidly.

We moved from No. 3 to No. 12 in about 3 years.
Mr. SVXDERMA. I guess what 1 was trying to get at was that rather

than have these antagonists exist, it would be helpful to have a na-
t;onal office which could have a uniform policy with respect to a com-
prehensive plan for farmworkers. We need to have adequate defini-
tions of just exactly what is a farmworker.

I low are we going to use all the resources that are currently being
expended for migrant education and Migrant limit!) Act, the various
( )EO-type pig gins, and the meal rower programs? If we had one par-
ticular office that could plan and formulate a policy for farmworkers,
a lot of these problems would not exist.

Again in Michigan, for example, the department of public health
proposed to allocate approximately $200,000 last year in the area of
pithily health for farmworkers anti the Migrant Irealth Act has an
additional $900,000. This never came through. I think if we had a
policy at the Federal level, perhaps some pressure could have been
brought to bear on the Legislature of Michigan to give its share.

I had prepared a few notes. I don't care to take any more of your
time other than to say that it would help tremendously to have a na-
tional offiee where community-based organizations such as our own
could continue to make an impact and change attitudes in the commu-
nity and plan together, involving the farmworkers, to make a better
program for farmers.

At this point I think we are going to lose whatever gains and what-
ever benefits we have made under title HI of the 0E0.

Mr. Foiw. How much of the State do you cover with what you de-
scribe as region 5

Mr. SNDERMAN. We cover the entire State of Michigan, the Lower
Peninsula, because up to now we have not had a chance to work with
the lumber industry supposedly. We vio have a grant with the other
(tray. tees in the entire Midwest.I, tees

Mr. Foam Are you familiar with the GAO report that we were
talking about that examined the programs in the various counties?

Mr. SVXDERMAN. No; I am not.
Mr. Folio. I understand we have run out. We will get one for you.

I would like to have you look at what the GAO found in the various
counties and give us your assessment of their assessment and maybe
update it for us.

They gathered the data in 1972. So, it has already changed consid-
erably. In Barry County, for example, one of the things I remember
is that the school authorities out there refused to apply for migrant
education funds. I don't know whether that has been corrected or not.
They tell us it has.

Also during the conference on the education bill when we were deal-
ing with the bilingual education section, we became aware of the fact
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that Michigan just conducted a statewide school survey and discov-
ered that we had UM) children in public schools who had identi-
fiable learning problems because their first language was not English.

Much to my surprise, I discovered that almost half of that ;18,00o, alittle more than half, as a matter of fact, were Spanish-speaking. The
primary source of that Spanish-speaking population is the dropoff at
the end of the migrant stream. That is a set of figures you might want
to get from the Office of Education. We can probably get one for von.

I have found that, when I bring this with educators and others
back there, that people who heretofore have not recognized any rela-
tionship between migrants and their problems are beginning to under-
stand how they are impacting them.

By the 191.0 census there were over 10,000 people in Detroit with
Spanish siuminws as classified by the Census Bureau. That is a fan-
tastic growth from the previous census and almost entirely attributable
to people who initially came by way of the migrant stream, So there is
a new awareness beginning to develop. It is a very slow process.

One of the appeals of this kind of approach with a national office is
that we might have a chance to do something other than wait for States
to wake up State by. State or city by city to what is happening. I think
we have passed thi stage where it takes political advantage to be on
one side or the other of the real issue involved here.

The fact is with our other problems in a State like Michigan, we
have to have somebody constantly agitating or yon don't notice that
problem often enough to do anything about it. Like other States we
have traditionally had an agricultural bias from agricultural manage-
ment in our Legislature. But the one-man/one-vote is starting to
change that very rapidly. The makeup of the Legislature is changing
dramatically. Things that weren't possible a few years ago in agri-
culture in Ale United States are no longer impossible.

I appreciate very much the extra effort that you made to come down
and I would appreciate if you would give us your comments on the
GAO report and anything else that might be added to that as we go
along with the hearing in the way of your specific experience with the
program,

When the grants go out on CETA, we will be interested in your
reactions as to how the grants are worked by the Department. We
will have them describe from their point of view why they made the
grants. where they made them, but we would like to hear from you
how you view their methodology from your own perspective.

I would like to also thank Rudolph Arredondo of the migrant
legal action program for submitting a very excellent statement for
the record. «e will insert that at this point in the record.

[Statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF %DOLPH ARREDONDO, MIGRANT LEGAL ACTION PROGRAM

The need is evident for the establishment of an independent office to develop
and implement policy and to coordinate the efforts of programs directed at the
farm labor community by federal and sta. a agencies.

Tv date, there is no coherent national policy to accomplish this goal within
these agencies. There is no question as to the need for federal action and na-
tional planning and coordination. This is necessary for several reasons.
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We are dealing with a large number of interstate people. Even local and sea-
sonal farmworkers often travel during the season across county and state lines
within a region, performing farm labor tasks.

The multiplicity of definitions of "migrant" and "migrant farmworkers" tend
to promote waste and discourage direction on a local and regional level.

Furthermore, the lack of any accurate data on the number of farm laborers
and the subsequent use of admittedly inconsistent and inherently deficient sur-
veys of farm labor by federal agencies in the planning effectively deny the serv-
ices which the Congress has mandated and to which these workers are entitled
as a matter of right.

The most recent example of administrative arbitrariness are the allocation
figures which were published on August 20, 1974 in the Federal Register for
fiscal year 1075, reflecting the Rural Manpower Service's monthly survey of
employers. These figures are being used to determine the allocation of funding
under CE' A § 303. On the 15th of every month, Rural Manpower Service officers
throughout the country ask employers how many people are on the payroll. Each
state determines its own agricultural regions and it is in these regions that the
monthly survey is done. The Department of Labor admits to great variation
between states in methodology in the conduct of these surveys. For example,
some states are more thorough than others, actually sending out people to look
at the employers' books or to count heads, while other states do it on the tele-
phone. Finally, no report needs to be filed in an area if there are fewer than
500 agricultural workers.

The census figures were taken in March, and the question which was asked
was "What did you do last week?" (not last year). Obviously, there were few
farmworkers employed during the month of March. As a consequence, there is
a disparity of figures between the census and the Rural Manpower Service
reports and the Department of Agriculture's own crop labor reporting. Although
EMS claims to be revising their figures, there are obvious inequities. What is
needed is a new national survey taken in every county in the country, including
all farm labor, whether or not that county has fewer than 500 workers. Also,
the survey should not be based solely on the employer's words or records, but
should take into coneideration the fact that there are tens of thousands of
illegals working on farms and related industries and that large numbers of em-
ployers and/or growers do not report farm labor because of the possibility of
opening themselves up to housing inspections.

The allocation figures were developed by splitting up the migrant and non-
migrant figures nationally and basing 10 percent of the funds on interstate
migrants and 90 percent of the funds on intrastate and local farmworkers. A
state like Florida does well under this formula, as does North Carolina. On the
other hand, a state like Mississippi, which does not even have a monthly survey
of employers, does poorly. Apparently, the most troubling state is Minnesota,
which does not seem to do well, because the figures differ from other reports,
indicating an undisclosed error in the reporting system. (For June and July,
Minnesota reported 2,700 and 2,100 interstate migrants respectively and 3,000
and 4,800 intrastate workers respectively.)

It seems as if the Department of Agriculture, the U.S. Census and the Rural
Manpower Service each admit to their inadequacy in reporting accurate and
consistent farm labor figures. In fact, it seems as if the Department of Agricul-
ture is phasing out its crop labor reports and undertaking a survey on a sampling
basis. The U.S. Census has, or is about to negotiate, a special survey for the
Department of Labor. Of course, none of the figures include unemployed farm-
workers, whether actively seeking employment or not. The new allocation figures
tend to swing toward states with high seasonal labor rather than high migrant
user states. (A possible explanation is that the Migrant Division has been com-
bined with the National Migrant Workers Program, both of which tend to
concentrate resources in migrant states.)

In addition, the Department of Labor of Puerto Rico submitted figures which
were much lower than the census. According to the Department of Labor, Puerto
Rico has six percent of all farmworkers.

The fact that there are so many programs that are responsible for providing
services to the farm labor community, such as the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, the Rural Manpower Service, the Farmers' Home Admin.



:4441S011111 and migrant fornaworker programs, etc., is offset by the factthat their policies are incoistent and luck coordination or strategy, thus breed-ing inefficiency and waste.
The need for an independent office to initiate and undertake the responsibilityof coordination and policy necessary for an efficient and responsiblefederal strategy is clear.
For these reasons, we make' the following recommendations:
1. That there be an Independent office to avoid cotallets of Interest and waste.2. That it be located at HEW, directly under the Secretary or lu a specialsection or division within IIEW. "'here are only three departments of govern-ment Matt have substantial responsibility for form labor programsthe De-partment of Labor. the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, andthe U.S. Department of Aglculture. DOL has n history of strong employment

service orientation. I's revealed in the operation of the Rural Manpower Service
4 Ma X .4 ..1 el' v. Brrann 3111. IP. Sum. 111011 RV. 107:1). It has shown lack ofroam-on in the promulgation of OSHA housing regulation's and pesticide stand-ards. Most recently, has failed to insure an adequate replacement of theeffective t 'Et farmworker programs that DOI. took over during the lust admin-
Istration. Ali these 11011.1'4a les indicate an insensitivity and unresponsiveness tothe nee414 of the farm labor community on the part of Ind.. As to USDA, it has
never find probably never will purport to farm labor interests.

IIEW is the only agency that has shown any empathy or real concern furfarnworkers and from a farmworker representative's point of view, the national
farlii1VIIrliN1' WHIT X11011141 be at IIEW.

a. That the once hare authority to hold piddle administrative hearings on
all federal agency policii4s effecting the farm labor community.

4. That it have access to all &commits including. but not limited to. research
data and communiques of each respective agency with respect to those matters
affeet lug the farm labor community.

5, That there be quarterly reports from each federal agency with a direct
farm labor responsibility. Including but not limited to. the Farmers' Home Ad-
ministration. the Oepartawnt of Transportation, the Department of Labor. the
Department of Health. Education. and Welfare, and the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration

IL That there he monthly meetings of the designated heads of these agencies
with the 'officer in charge of the independent office as Chairman.

7. That there should lie annual reports which deal with polley recommenda-
tions. statement on census. and summary of actions and data from each respec-
tive program including amounts of monies expended and information as to who
has the authority to expend the money.

Mr. Fenn. The committee will stand in recess to the call of the
Chair.

I Whereupon, at 1:2 :20 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to re-
convene at the call of the ('hair.]


